
CHAPTER TWO

The Biotic Sources of
Modern Sculpture

Organicism as an Evolving Creed

Over thirty years ago Lewis Mumford in Technics and Civilization, a

pioneering study of the interaction between machines and societies, charted

an increasing gravitation toward what he termed "an organic ideology."

Mumford held that scientists in the first stages of the modern machine cul-

ture, with meager means at hand, were frightfully deficient in their explana-

tions of the complexities of nature. And life, being the greatest complexity,

was altogether too mercurial and perplexing to serve as anything but a

metaphysical hobbyhorse for theologians and philosophers. Only the

bravest or most foolish scientists made any projections about life's actual

basis. Yet, in the early part of this century, with the development of atomic

physics, the relationships between states of matter came much more clearly

into view. A most important discovery was that matter, both organic and

inorganic, constituted a continuum and could be analyzed as a series of con-

nected energy states. From that time on, the meaning of the machine gradu-

ally changed. Mumford, in countering the social philosopher Werner

Sombard's earlier idea that the drive of technology would eventually displace

the organic or living beings of society, insisted that the real destiny of the

machine was to merge itself with natural organisms.

Mumford cited 1870 as a turning point when the designer, industrial and

architectural, began to realize that all further development necessitated a

return of technology to organic models. Many advanced social thinkers

realized that progress could no longer be equated with more mechanical in-

vention. As a consequence, models based on equilibrium and the subtle inter-

relation between living organisms and technology became an ideal of every

planner and designer. Organicism was the harmonious fusion of the natural

and the man-made. Today, more than thirty-five years after Mumford's

prognosis, society has yet to realize, except in isolated instances, this ideal. 49
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But, if anything, the need for implementing such a goal has increased to al-

most tragic proportions.

In the area of sculpture the term organic has suffered a number of ambi-

guous and ill-defined applications. It has not enjoyed the moral imperative

connected with the desire to unite technics with the best interests of natural

life. While we try to integrate sculpture into our lives, the aim of sculpture has

always been to stand somewhat aloof from life's activity. Moreover, at its

greatest popularity the most that the term organic sculpture implied was a

certain suprastylistic emphasis on biological characteristics. Even criteria

for what is natural and what is biological have been altered through scientific

discovery-changing the life-giving properties of sculpture as these criteria

become less identified with each other. ,

Most civilizations, even the most primitive, have manifested in their

social life, food-gathering, and arts, a high degree of what has been termed

organic unity. Speed, quickly shifting social patterns, psychological insecurity

signal that our culture feels a lack of organic cohesiveness. The visionary

designers and artists of our technological society have searched for it conti-

nuously, found it fragmentarily, only to have it slip out of sight again. The

sculptor has sought it on his own terms in chiseled rock and chunks of wood.

He has not made our life any more organic but he has given us signposts for

the conduct of a more normal existence.

Much of this chapter is concerned with the philosophy of vitalism as it

has been reflected in sculpture. In several important ways vitalism has served

for some sixty or more years as the sculptor's counterpart to an aesthetic

based on organicism. Vitalism is a preeminently poetic view of life, a celebra-

tion of the natural condition, while organicism is a beautiful view of the

utilitarian evolution of systems, both biological and non biological. As modes

of awareness, organicism and vitalism have influenced each other; in some

essential ways they remain in polar opposition. But to understand the growth

and popularity of vitalism, we must first review the effects of organic thinking

upon modern life.

Expressed as a conscious concern of the designer, organicism could be

defined as the awareness of the interrelation between systems and their com-

ponents within larger systems so that behavior of the whole ensemble can be

understood and manipulated. Organicism could also be defined as any

arrangement possessing the attributes of life. Certainly these meanings are

not equivalent-though they overlap. The first relates closely to machines,

factories, and social systems; the second is obviously tied to biological life.

The nature of the second definition is often the working objective of the first.

Psychically and theoretically, the "bringing to life" of machines, industrial



and social systems has become the unconscious obsession of the twentieth-

century technician. The "bringing to life" of wood and stone has always been

the obsession of the sculptor; however, we live in a period where for the first

time the sculptor sees the virtual achievement of his goal through the techni-

cian. Now the sculptor seems well on the way to doing so.

For the vitalist sculptor in the recent past, the "life" of his works was a

criterion of artistic success and developed from his ability to create a plastic

unity; for the biologist, "life" remains a question of systematically under-

standing the nature of living matter. By way of redefining "life" in future

biology, machine theory, and sculpture-and unquestionably one of the

central ideas of this book-the meaning of organicism for all three disciplines

has already begun to converge toward a single end result-the understanding

of living matter through its creation.

According to the writer Lancelot Law Whyte, the term organicism, im-

plying a "harmonious arrangement of parts," came into modern usage only

between 1720 and 1750 (1954, p. 233). Occasionally the term found its way

into treatises on architecture and related subjects before 1840, but it was

Horatio Greenough in America who first extolled organicism as a virtue of

right living and thinking. Sensing the need for the same parsimony that an

artisan has in shaping his tools, or a plant in growing branches, Greenough

advocated a "simplicity-complexity" design quotient for all man-made ob-

jects. And while the idea was never implemented to any significant degree in

Greenough's own sculpture, his employment of the phrase "organic beauty"

is totally modern in its transcendent yearnings-being at one with nature in

the shaping of the environment through an eye for practical detail and appro-

priate use of materials. Organicism has come to mean a certain sympathetic

alliance with the natural forces maintaining the ecological balance of the

Earth. Moreover, the word rings with the purity of unqualified virtue. For an

object to receive the designation organic is for it to rest above criticism. Not

only has organic as an adjective been thoroughly abused, but the term and its

application have seldom received sufficient scrutiny. It has been, though less

now, the plaything of the tastemakers.

More important, the recent sense of what is organic lies in a spiritual free

zone for the artist and natural scientist. It has offered one of the few un-

contested meeting places where both could share intuitions and common

concerns without feeling threatened. If organicism led a moral cause, its only

demand of the architect, for example, has been the possession of geriius and,

as Louis Sullivan stated, the chance to create one's vision of what was "na- 51
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tural" and "right." There have been no rules for organic creation, and some-

how only the elect had it within themselves to do what was, or what seemed in

hindsight, natural and right.

Actually the modern sense of organic, as applied to the arts, grows out of

several nineteenth-century developments. The sudden popularity of L'Art

Nouveau style during the 1890's was due, in part, to an awareness of a new

style of biological drawing. The lower forms of life, some microscopic, in-

spired increasing appreciation for their symmetry and structure. They were

depicted with keen artistic sensitivity and precision. In 1899 Ernst Haeckel,

zoologist and fiery defender in the German-speaking countries of Darwin's

theories, came out with his now rightfully famous book Kunstformen der

Natur. Already Haeckel had written a number of books both poetically

polemical and massively erudite in their defense of evolution as the authentic

and beautiful explanation of man's gradual ascent from one-celled existence.

Kunstformen der Natur is a selection of watercolor drawings of various fragile

specimens of undersea life. More than a naturalist's album, the book, as the

title implies, tried to arouse an intelligent lay public to the exquisite symme-

tries and transparencies of tiny animals not ordinarily observed. For later

abstract sculpture this type of book drove home the possibility that organic

forms could also be basically geometric in their structure. Also for L'Art

Nouveau-influenced architects like Sullivan, Victor Horta, Hector Guimard,

and possibly Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Haeckel's book and others served

to provide the designer with a new vocabulary of organic forms-one free

from the sterile repetition of classic plant motifs.

For a building to look organic was just one side of the coin. The shapes

and functions of its structural members became the 'more fundamental con-

cerns within organic investigations, one in which visual traces of nature be-

came manifestly less evident and less important. Very early in the trend to-

ward organic architecture, Joseph Paxton used the leaf structure of the South

American water lily, Victoria regia, for the glassed-in structure of a green-

house at Chatsworth, and later modified it for the glazed ridged vaults in the

Crystal Palace (1851). First transported to England during the 1830's, the

Victoria regia fascinated early Victorians both by the beautiful complexity of

the venation on its underside and its ability to support heavy weights while

floating on water. Various photographs of the leafs understructure and

Paxton's vaulted glass roofs make one of the most graphic comparisons of

organically derived distribution of stresses. Paxton never tired of emphasizing

their visual and structural similarities. What has been pointed out in relation

to Paxton's buildings, though far less organically implicit, is the standardiza-

tion of parts: the modular detailing, the mechanical connectors, and the steel



tension members-all of organic origin, but virtually unused building de-

vices in the 1850's. The organic character of modern building is, in fact,

machine technique itself.

This point Frank Lloyd Wright made clear in an early essay, "The Art

and Craft of the Machine" (1901 . The machine, still not adequately defined,

was beginning to be looked upon as an invisible extension of the application

of organic principles; where the visual illustration of the plant or animal

organism is no longer apt or visually translatable, the machine takes over and

translates organic function in principle. All too well, Wright understood the

artist's fear of accepting what he could not see, or deal with, on traditional

terms (1960, p. 71):

Upon this faith in art as the organic heart quality of the scientific frame of things,

I base a belief that we must look to the artist brain, of all brains, to grasp the signifi-

cance to society of this thing we call the Machine, if that brain be not blinded, gagged,

and bound by false tradition, the letter of precedent. For this thing we call Art is it

not as prophetic as a primrose or an oak? Therefore, of the essence of this thing

we call the Machine, which is no more or less than the principle of organic growth

working irresistibly the Will of Life through the medium of man.

Infinitely more than applied organic decoration, the extension of ma-

chine technology shaped the rationale oflate-nineteenth-century architecture.

The rolled steel beam, the space-frame concept of steel-girder construction,

factory-assembled detailing, reinforced concrete-all were essential for pro-

ducing the modern office building. The use of reinforced concrete, particular-

ly in Europe and later in Latin American countries, in the hands of a few

exceptional designers, resulted in a design ideology recognized in years to

come as the essence of organic thinking. With a freedom that designing in

ferro-concrete allowed, the engineer became the prime, though unwitting,

"form giver" of large structures instead of the architect, "form giver" in the

sense that the engineer could exert his special talents in the direction of mini-

mal and therefore organic-appearing forms.

This was exemplified by the bridges of Robert Maillart. These structures

were calculated, mathematically and empirically, with an exactitude that

made the resultant forms and their curves almost readable stress diagrams.

Using ferro-concrete to its fullest capacity, with less emphasis on mathema-

tical analysis than on testing and model making, Maillart demonstrated that

parsimony and a feeling for uncalculatable consequences were as applicable

to civil engineering as to natural order. Maillart also demonstrated the more

important inspiration, one that had already been absorbed by naturalists:

that nature was beautiful, not because it tried to be decorative, but because 53



millions of muta tive efforts within each species allowed the organism to strive

for a reasonably economical form-function solution.

Thirty years ago when Sigfried Giedion, in his essay "Construction and

Aesthetics" (Martin et al., 1937, pp. 220-237), spoke out for more studies on

the interrelationships between sculpture, painting, and architecture, the

world held a popular hope for a truly "organic" architecture. Modern build-

ing techniques had matured by then, but the hope for organicism lay in new

planning methodologies, new studies in sociology and psychology, and a

greater understanding of mankind's shelter needs. Since this idealism of the

1930's, organic architecture, with sporadic exceptions, has become a rallying

cry of the past.

Concurrently the aura of organicism spread from architecture to sculp-

ture. In their own words, sculptors have wrongly referred to their work as

being "organic." Only a few sculptors such as Henry Moore saw the inappro-

priateness of the word and supplied "vitalistic" in its stead. Where organi-

cism in architecture correctly implied the workings of systems and subsys-

tems in harmony, no such functional approach applied to sculpture. Sculp-

ture's ability to look plantlike, rocklike or animal-like, without being repre-

sentational, was its sole claim to the organic title.

Yet curiously, since the Second World War a number of scientific and

technological disciplines have recognized the need for restructuring along

organic organizational lines. This trend has not as yet spilled over into build-

ing or artistic endeavors. The largest and most comprehensive attempt to use

the analogues of biological organization has been systems analysis and de-

velopment. During the Second World War man-machine units (in bombers,

gun stations, radar installations, etc.) were for the, first time deemed too com-

plex to be controlled by human reflexes. As a result, studies in the systematic

organization and control of such groups were undertaken. Since the 1950's

countless corporations have redesigned their procedures from a systems

point of view. Systems development now stands as the means of integrating

humans into increasingly automated industries and services.

Some experts regard the organization of men and machines into opti-

mally functioning systems as tantamount to creating synthetic organisms.

The designing of high-speed aircraft, computer systems, or atomic sub-

marines undergoes a processing cycle very similar to that of an evolving

organism. As of now, the analogy between the two remains more metaphori-

cal than literal. Men and machines working together manifest many of the

growth, stability, and continuity symptoms of organisms, but much remains

to make the term "organic" more than a design ideal.
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In some respects the craving for an organic sculpture was another re-

action to the technological way of life, an isolated cry for a return to an older

sense of spiritual and physical equilibrium. As such, it had more to do with

the intimate needs for sensuous, visual tactility than with the more public

needs of architectural, commercial, and service organization. Sculpture, ever

since the end of the last century, has tried to solve the craving for organic

presence by its own restricted means: those of mass, form, and surface. In

spite of the upheavals in various engineering technologies, sculpture-with

very few exceptions-has remained an art of metaphor and not an actual

demonstration of structural principles. Yet, doubtless, the influence of biolog-

ical discoveries has also made an indirect impact on the changing charac-

teristics of sculpture. Since the subject matter of sculpture almost always

concerned the biological, it was to be expected that sculptors would be in-

fluenced by ideas related to the phenomenon of life. This, at the end of the

nineteenth century, seemed to be the kernel of sculpture, the sole reason for

its existence. Perhaps this found its best expression in the romantic, vitalistic

pantheism of Rodin. Rodin's sentiments, in fact, are not unlike those found

in the notebooks of Michelangelo, his great hero. As quoted by his secretary,

Rodin said with full conviction (1912, p. 166):

This is because the artist, full of feeling, can imagine nothing that is not endowed

like himself. He suspects in Nature a great consciousness like his own. There is not

a living organism, not an inert object, not a cloud in the sky, not a green shoot in the

meadow, which does not hold for him the secret of the great power hidden in all
things.

Yet the organicism of which Rodin speaks, if anything, is more emotive

and less literal, more metaphysical in its transference of sensibilities (that of

organicness to inert matter), than any outright adherence to a creed or varia-

tion of the functionalist equation. Rodin reiterated (1912, p. 178): "When a

good sculptor models a torso, he not only represents the muscles, but the

life which animates them-more than the life, the force that fashioned

them " Rodin hints that the sculptor's job is not to imitate life, but to

convey it, perhaps as a runner in a relay hands his baton on to the next runner,

or as genetic traits are passed on and modified by each generation; the sculp-

tor, as Rodin saw him, not only created life, but had the task of constantly

renewing it.

With no deliberate use of the term, Rodin was one of the first modern

sculptors to express openly the vitalistic ideal. He did this at a time when

vitalism had reached its literary and scientific peak. Not only was the vitalist

doctrine subtly suited to artistic uses, it also possessed intellectual respect-
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ability. Rodin was onto a powerful idea-something that would provide the

reigning aesthetic for many years in modern sculpture.

Generally accepted scientific theories, particularly those appealing to

the emotional bias of the public, have a way of filtering down in "common

sense" form with sizable cultural authority. Vitalism is one instance in the

history of scientific ideas where a theory can be seen to wane, not only in its

scientific form but as an aesthetic. As vitalism fell from favor in biology, so

it did in sculpture-in fact, owing to a time lag, it remained slightly longer

in its artistic form.

Thus, to chart the gradual entry of vitalist thought into modern sculp-

ture, it seems advisable to outline the long history of vitalism as a philoso-

phical and scientific idea. To give so much attention to a theory in biology

may seem a roundabout way of explaining sculpture, but it will prepare us to

answer this question: Why, if vitalism played such a reactionary role in the

biological sciences, did it provide some of the most advanced justification for

avant-garde abstract sculpture?
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The Mechanist Versus Vitalist Dispute

Mechanistic theory of organic matter can be summarily defined as a

belief in a physical basis, usually electrochemical, for all phenomena of life

including human consciousness. Pure mechanism is the view that life can be

interpreted on all levels solely in terms of analyzable physical functions and

combinations of matter. More often than not, the mechanistic approach has

derived its greatest support from the more analytically minded physical

scientists-especially physiologists and biochemists.

The vitalist, whether theologian, metaphysician, or medical doctor,

often retained emotional and professional interest in not seeking rational

mechanistic explanations for the processes of life. Either that, or with true

humility the vitalist sensed the impossibility of ever completely understanding

living structure. To the vitalist, life at its core is metaphysically instigated. It

consists of an "entelechy," to use Aristotle's word, a nonmaterial center of

being making it different in quality and in kind from inorganic matter. From

its modern beginnings starting in the seventeenth century, the strategy of

vitalism has drawn attention to those aspects of life which could not be ex-

plained by physical means. As Ludwig von Bertalanffy states in his Problems

of Life (1949", p. 8): "The history of biology is the refutation of vitalism .... "

Because vitalism centered its reasoning on noncausal and nonphysical be-

liefs, it has functioned as a conservative, if not reactionary, agent. The nature

of a "vital essence" has evolved only as the basis for claiming its existence in

the human body and has been consistently undermined by biology. Biology's



attacks on vitalism were not pat polemical speeches or writings, but the

weight of new discoveries.

The immense complexity of the life processes has been vitalism's biggest

asset. As the biologist Edmund Sinnott makes clear, organism is a wonder-

fully fit name for living entities. The word organism, no matter to what size

system it applies, expresses the hierarchical arrangement of systems which

function at incredibly high levels of organization. Because doctors have been

in the unique position of observing life in all its manifestations, thus wonder-

ing at its constant surprises, vitalism found ardent support in the medical

profession. In earlier times physicians had good reason to be repelled by the

inadequacy of mechanistic explanations in dealing with subtle biological

relationships. Crude mechanical analogies (i.e., early theories of the circula-

tory system, breathing, or muscle contraction) did not suffice. Mechanistic

materialism has traditionally drawn its inspiration from whatever theories

were currently popular in physics and inorganic chemistry. Often in the

seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries these theories were far

from adequate assumptions on which to base medical knowledge; if any-

thing, early explanations of body functions only helped to make vitalism

more credible.

The absolute uniqueness and transcendent nature of life has tradition-

ally been one of the most jealously guarded tenets of Christian theology. Well

into the nin€teenth century, an accusation of heresy or personal corruption

was the most likely churchly response to the assertions of the mechanists. The

one drawback to this line of attack was that the Church opened itself to ridi-

cule when mechanist theories of biological functioning proved to be correct-

which increasingly they did. Time and time again the Church retracted its

stand, not by admission but by conveniently forgetting what it had pro-

claimed earlier as one of the mysteries of God's creative powers. The mecha-

nists, on the other hand, had the freedom to propose any number of hypothe-

ses for a given problem; they needed but one correct solution to destroy a

religious-vitalist point of dogma. This exposes the self-critical and dynamic

element of science. For a biologist or chemist to invoke a vital spirit or

mystical fluid in the explanation of life-as the vitalist did-would have been

to admit defeat and to negate the spirit of inquiry. Nevertheless, some

scientists assumed this limiting attitude. Yet, essentially, both vitalists and

mechanists have based belief in their respective causes on faith. For the

vitalist faith was clearly of a religious or mystical persuasion. At best, the

mechanistic researcher had to adopt some open, yet highly provisional,

attitude toward unexplained biological functions. The great physiologist 57



Charles Sherrington thought the true scientist should remember that adequate

explanations had always been lacking in the past, but because so much had

been discovered subsequently it was worth assuming that what is still un-

known would also eventually turn up.

This book cannot give a detailed account of mechanistic thinking and

the reaction to it, yet it will be helpful to touch upon some of the key thinkers

and experimentalists responsible for the steady decline of vitalist pretensions.

If anything, they forced the vitalists out of doctrinaire positions and toward

more subtle and lyrical arguments, which would, in fact, be effective in

poetry and the plastic arts.

For over two hundred years there has been a steady recession in the

number of biological problems left unsolved, beginning with the under-

standing of muscular contraction and approaching the present with an

incipient mastery of the structure of proteins. Though as yet many more

questions remain than have been answered, as science has laid bare what

are euphemistically called "nature's secrets," it has been up to the vitalist to

redefine the "life force" in terms of an ever-receding sphere of influence over

the properties of living organisms. For instance, in the last century the fact

that mammals must maintain a fairly steady body temperature was inter-

preted by the vitalists as a unique attribute, a God-given sign of higher life.

The discovery of self-regulating systems in organisms, and the realization that

these were explainable in mechanical terms, did much to undermine that

quasi-religious contention. The mechanists are still not out of the woods. As

the situation stands, there remain a number of mysteries connected with the

life processes that defy basic explanation; many phases of self-organization,

growth control, enzyme distribution, aging, and thought process are areas

still in semidarkness.
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If we had thought, as Descartes did, of the body as an "animal machine"

-according to seventeenth-century mechanical principles-our knowledge of

physiology would have barely progressed during the last three hundred years.

Animals are not reducible to clockworks. Descartes's real contribution was a

method of investigating living matter. This was the beginning of modern

physiology. In a later chapter devoted to automata more mention will be made

of Descartes's innovational attempt to understand physiological functions.

Physiology was a state of mind, as Sherrington later defined it, in which

successful mechanistic analysis depended upon extensive research. Conse-

quently, by the eighteenth-century experimentation on muscle fiber, the

lungs, blood circulation, the digestive tract, and the sensory organs had led

to rudimentary, and, in certain instances, reliable information. Yet, the



brain, the nervous system, and the reproductive organs remained the centers

of metaphysical speculation for vitalistic belief. Theologists continued to con-

cede that much could be explained about life from a materialistic standpoint,

while they happily saw little hope of reducing the human soul, human thought,

and reproduction to the level of mechanisms, no matter how complex the

mechanistic theory.

As an exercise in human objectivity, one of the most remarkable doc-

uments of the enlightenment is Julien de la Mettrie's treatise "Man A Ma-

chine" (L'Homme Machine, 1748). De la Mettrie not only challenged the

notion, long a part of Christian doctrine, of a soul in the human body, but

he was the first philosopher with medical training to state categorically that

the brain and its processes could ultimately be described by physical princi-

ples. In our eyes many of de la Mettrie's mechanistic proofs sound purely

specious, more casuistic chatter than physical experimentation. However,

de la Mettrie did introduce relevant physiological demonstrations (such as

muscle contraction showing the irritability concept) to stress the autonomous

motive power common to all living matter.

Organization is the prime concept of de la Mettrie's man machine; he

defined the principle of biological organization so that it no longer resembled

the dependent, animal automaton of Descartes. Though Descartes refused to

defy the Church by extending the machine concept to the areas of thought,

emotions, and complex reactions, de la Mettrie had no such inhibitions. In

fact, he constructed a model of reasoning in which the psychologist would

base much of his experimentation on what he knew to be true physiologically.

Concerning the higher faculties, the Cartesian mechanistic model could only

rely on vitalism; which is to say, it had no functional theory.

If de la Mettrie's key concept is organization itself, it is also to his credit

that he regarded consciousness as one of its highest forms. For all orthodox

philosophers and scientific men it was unthinkable that the mental capacities

could be contained in matter. For this reason de la Mettrie's theories of physi-

cally based consciousness posed an extremely grave challenge to organized

religion. Soon the question was asked: how far could scientific investigation

and conjecture proceed before destroying the spiritual inviolability of the

human intellect and the soul? Much polemical nineteenth-century theology

can be interpreted as an attempt to preserve some sphere of the human psyche

from the insatiable investigatory powers of science-and particularly to

thwart any unifying comparisons made between man and all other animals.

De la Mettrie spelled out man's favored though not sublime position less

explicitly than most nineteenth-century evolutionists. He grasped the essence

of nature as a series of hierarchically organized bodies of matter but did not 59



attempt to relate man to the animals through common biological origins

(quoted in Vartanian, 1960, pp. 189-190):

It can be seen that there is only one [type of organization] in the Universe and of

its examples Man is the most perfect. He is to the Monkey or to the most intelligent

of Animals, what the planetary clock of Huygens is to the Watch of Julien Leroy.

If more works, more cogs and more springs were required to indicate the movements

of the Planets than to indicate the Hours, or to strike them; if more art was required

of Vaucanson in order to create his Flutist rather than his Duck, even more would

have been necessary in order to make his "Talking Man": a Machine which cannot

be considered impossible, especially in the hands of a new Prometheus. In the same

way it was necessary for Nature to use more art and more apparatus in order to

make and to maintain a Machine capable of marking all the beats of the heart and

impulses of the mind for an entire century; because if one does not see the hours in

the pulsation of the heart, it is at least a Barometer of warmth and vivacity by which

the nature of the Soul can be judged. I am not wrong! The human body is a clock,

but an immense one constructed with such great skill and craft that if the wheel used

to mark the seconds happens to stop, that of the minutes turns and continues its rate;

in a like manner the wheel which marks the quarter-hour continues to move: and

all the others too, when the operation of the first is interrupted by rust or put out of

order by any cause whatever. (Translated from the French by George Bauer.)
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Of interest to us in a later chapter will be the reference by de la Mettrie to

Vaucanson's automata, assembled a decade before "Man A Machine" was

written. To no small degree Vaucanson's facsimiles of animals and men

excited the imagination of his century in a manner not too unlike our present

attachment to the computer. Not only did de la Mettrie grasp the principle of

mechanical complexity but he was also aware of the body's special metabolic

capacity for self-repair. It fell to the following century to prove that this

state of self-repair was a never-ceasing process of cell replacement. How-

ever, owing to de la Mettrie's incisive talent for comparison, the machine

analogy was once arid for all firmly fixed in the mind of the public.

For many of us, bred on the results of scientific rationalism, there is

great beauty in the partial evidence that matter alone is the autonomous

generator of life and development. Yet for the bulk of humanity in centuries

past, and for many today outside the orbit of modern science, the assertion

that life evolves without need of a divine impetus remains a horrible sugges-

tion, a frontal attack on the higher origins of man. Such an idea, on the other

hand, rather appealed to the cruel rationalism of the French Encyclopedists

and later, for different reasons, to the German Romantics. Mechanistic

thinking is not without a certain element of perversity, and far into the

nineteenth century some materialists, mainly chemists, insisted on the



supremacy of electrical and chemical processes-even when their models

and concepts were plainly unworkable. An early scientific, and therefore

excusable, example of this kind of paradigm can be found in the Codice

Atlantico of Leonardo da Vinci where he pursues an analogy between the

waters rising in the earth, and the same process in plants, and the blood

circulation as it exists in animals; all are witnessed as separate types of orga-

nisms operating on a similar principle. German medical materialists of the

middle of the nineteenth century produced far more outrageous conjunctions

of matter and the organic processes. Some are that man is the sum of his

foods; thought is a secretive process like urine from the kidneys; and genius

is established according to the bodily intake of phosphorus. In common with

the theories of the mechanistic physiologists, this type of theory desired to

explain functioning in terms of matter; still, it had no semblance of scientific

method, lacking the patience to verify its conclusions. At best it made the

role of the vitalists that much easier. It took a visionary mind to realize that

if nature held on to its secrets it succeeded because the mechanist had yet to

gather the proper tools and the knowledge of molecular structure necessary

to penetrate into the workings of organic tissue.

The synthesis of urea by Wohler in 1828 is often regarded as the turning

point in the mechanist-vitalist controversy. For the first time an organic

substance was derived from the usual techniques of inorganic chemistry.

Actually, at the time of the discovery, this made no such impact. And later at

the beginning of the next century the neo-vitalist Henri Bergson depreciated

synthetic urea by referring to it as merely a bodily waste material, something

dead, as if this had nothing in common with living matter.
Gradually through the nineteenth century, the idea that organic

materials possessed indefinable properties gave way to the sentiment, true

but vastly understated, that they were only more complex in degree than

inorganic substances. On another level, by proving the interconnection of

the body's organs, the physiologist Claude Bernard set up the experimental

criteria for viewing an organism as a network of interrelated systems. His

disclosure of the various regulatory mechanisms (systems utilizing negative

feedback circuits) proved essential to any comprehension of the sympathetic

functioning of the nervous system, the blood system, and the digestive

processes. No longer considered a static system, the human body was viewed

as a vast web of balanced processes-some tearing the body down and others

replacing what was destroyed. Bernard's nineteenth-century biological ex-

planations became the control concepts for machines in the twentieth cen-

tury.
The mysteries of fermentation, cell structure, and reproduction by the 61
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end of the nineteenth century began to give way to new biochemical tech-

niques and more powerful microscopes. Admittedly, even then, indications

in favor of a completely mechanistic approach were not all that clear. For

this reason some of the great pioneers of cellular and microbial analysis

refused to become dogmatic about a materialistic basis oflife. The pathologist

Rudolf Virchow had such reservations. Virchow sharply defined the dividing

line in matter theory between the living and nonliving. And, while he helped

to establish the metabolic nature of organisms as "societies of living cells,"

he viewed as unproven assertions that life was merely the very complex

organization of matter.

In spite of Virchow's contribution, Ernst Haeckel, the German chief

exponent of Darwinism (and author of Kunstformen der Natur), felt obliged

in the name of victorious materialism to attack his fellow researcher. Haeckel

did little to endear himself even to those sympathetic to his cause, and his

literary verbosity and aggressive atheism are often illustrated by his state-

ment that "the cell consists of matter called protoplasm, composed chiefly

of carbon, with an admixture of hydrogen, nitrogen and sulphur. These

component parts, properly united, produce the soul and body of the animated

world, and suitably nursed become man. With this single argument the

mystery of the universe is explained, the Deity annulled and a new era of

infinite knowledge ushered in" (quoted in Eiseley, 1958, p. 346).

Even more cavalier than de la Mettrie's assertions a century and a half

before, Haeckel's analysis of life was similar to saying that violin music is

only the noise that results from a certain assembly of wood and catgut. As

much as for the cause of science, HaeckeI's expositions of phyla and evolu-

tionary divisions of animal life directly aimed at undermining the intellectual

authority of the Church-but for the first time without pseudonymity.

Haeckel, nevertheless, must be given his due; his desire to attack the Church

was not without a desire to draw blood for hundreds of years of physical and

intellectual bullying perpetrated by the Church on the scientists of Europe.

If his ontological, political, and social projections were unfounded and

directly shaped by his view of evolutionary theory, at least he brought into

the open some of the central philosophical issues of the day. After leaving

the theologians in perhaps permanent disarray, Haeckel next succeeded

in drawing the big names of metaphysical philosophy into battle under the

generic banner of "neo-vitalism."

One further observation must be made. Since Haeckel's era at the end of

nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth, advancement toward

a thorough comprehension of life has steadily persisted. Although even



elementary "life in a test tube," the popular conception of scientific suprema-

cy over the elements of nature, stands a long step from complete knowledge

of organic organization. Much, much research remains to be done, and

recent developments in providing a clearer picture of protein structure,

isolating genetic material in the cell and analyzing its base as the DNA

molecule, the synthesis of DNA, and the first successful attempts to crack

the genetic code are only the first few constructive stages toward recon-

structing organisms.

For the present, the forces of vitalism in science have been slowed

down considerably, if not entirely abated. But it should not be forgotten that

as late as 1947 the highly considered and devoutly religious biologist Pierre

Lecomte du NOllY proclaimed in his book, Human Destiny, the statistical

impossibility of spontaneous generation and self-organization among the

first forms of life. By the time of du Noiiy's book the prime movers behind

neo-vitalism had to drop the strategy of a vital essence as the motive force in

organisms, and instead they adopted a new plan of attack. Briefly du Nouy's

argument was that, given the condition of the Earth a billion years ago when

life was first made possible, and given the complexity of even the simplest

example of cellular life, the numerical probability of life evolving as a result

of the right chemical and climatic circumstances was mathematically almost

null. Armed with an impressive set of calculations, the author made his point;

and, by doing it, sought to reinforce the division between organic and inor-

ganic matter, a relationship which was then, as now, rapidly being eroded into

a single continuum by the biochemists.

Du NOllY proceeded on the basis of scientific rationalism harnessed to a

personal sense of revelation. His main enemy, besides materialism, was the

probabilistic techniques of modern science, illustrated, for instance, when he

maintained that (1947, p. 37): "To believe that we shall ever be able to

explain biological phenomena in general, and the evolution of living beings,

through the use of the same calculations employed to estimate the number of

houses which will burn or the pressure of gas in a vessel, is an act of faith and

not a scientific statement."

Granted, classical evolutionary theory has come under justified scrutiny

in the past few years, but du NoUy's simplistic analogy of statistical tech-

nique neither proves nor disproves its application to biology. Six years after

Human Destiny S. L. Miller produced a number of organic compounds by

allowing an electrical discharge to pass through an oxygen-free space con-

taining hydrogen, ammonia, methane, and water vapor. The lack of oxygen

in the experiment seemed to discredit the results as a reconstruction of how
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the first life on Earth could have evolved. But the very complex substances

produced in this experiment surprised even scientists and destroyed du

Noiiy's notions about biological probability.

Since Marshall Nirenberg's synthesis and testing of simplified RNA

strands in the early 1960's, molecular biologists have constructed many

synthetic nucleotide chains for which the exact genetic sequence is known.

These in time will be linked to specific proteins. It is hypothesized, and par-

tially verified, that all life derives from a complex series of catalytic and

autocatalytic chemical reactions between nucleic acids (RNA and DNA

molecules) and proteins. The growing complexity of life is assured because

each of the two building blocks tends to consume the less well-adapted, and

usually simpler, types of its counterparts. Pre-cellular life is established when

proteins form boundary layers around a parent nucleic acid molecule; thus

the molecule is protected and allowed to ingest food and reproduce under the

right circumstances. Through evolution the boundary layer becomes less

passive as it surrounds food and stores energy; in time it becomes the basis

for the cell.

A more problematic question is the origin oflife as it might have evolved

from the Earth's composition while the seas cooled billions of years ago.

Until 1966 A. I. Oparin's primordial atmosphere (a mixture of methane,

hydrogen, water, and ammonia), energized by the sun's rays and capable of

producing organic substances, had seemed the most probable way in which

life evolved. Since then, P. H. Abelson has theorized that hydrogen cyanide

(composed of hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen) was a most likely substance

of the Earth's atmosphere; when this was mixed with water and subjected to

the sun's rays, complex organic molecules resulted. In experimentation

Abelson has been able to produce many organic chemicals with this com-

bination.

Until recently there has been little laboratory evidence that basic

organic matter could evolve without the help of radiation, electrical charges

or other external help. Vet now, basic chemicals subjected to 5700 Fahren-

heit heat have been transformed into organic matter. Sol Spiegelman carried

this several steps forward by very nearly synthesizing organisms from basic

chemicals at the University of Illinois in 1965.

Today the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church has been forced to

accept the creation of life by man as a proven fact but has retreated to the

position that true creation means the creation of matter and energy out of

nothing-this last, according to one monsignor in New York, remains the

option of God.

Twenty years ago du Noiiy's book enjoyed a sizable popularity (and it



is still in print); then as now it appealed not only to an educated public with

a need for spiritual assurance, but also to those who desired the authority of

a scientifically trained mind. Yet scientists, no matter how dedicated and

brilliant, are notoriously human once they depart from their specialty. Today

the intellectual sights of vitalism are aimed at another target: the realm of

computer technology, which encompasses artificial intelligence and com-

puter creativity. It remains to be seen if this new "offense to the human spirit"

will be crushed-or will become another triumph for the mechanists. Slowly

the criterion of vitalistic life has changed from physiological to neural

perspectives.

A profound struggle has been in progress for several hundred years, a

controversy in which the supreme intellectual authority of the world has

changed hands: a transition from Church to science. If traditional sculpture

imitated life through lifeless materials, it could not but be influenced by the

outcome of this larger spiritual and intellectual conflict.

Bergson: The Poetics of Vitalism

Fifty years before the two-cultures debate, one man had the literary

power, the grasp of science, and the verbal articulation to fabricate both a

beautiful and a logical picture of man's place in a universe of matter and void.

Enid Starkie observes that the writings of Henri Bergson must be studied

as literature before considering them as philosophy. Indeed, all contemporary

evidence of the reaction to Bergson's words mark him as a poet, an unparal-

leled charmer of audiences. If his ideas, in spite of their frequent use of

scientific terms, often failed to impress scientists or analytically minded

philosophers, they invariably found great sympathy among writers and

artists (it should be kept in mind that the "vitalist versus mechanist" argu-

ment was essentially one, not of the right facts, but of the right sensibilities

toward all that makes life bearable as a state of consciousness). For the poet,

beauty and an elegant style transcend the tiresome collection of fact. Ob-

jective truth and conviction through poetry are not identical, although it has

been the gift of many artists to produce the impression of such a fusion. As for

belief through poetics, Bergson's unique rhetorical effect on a lecture plat-

form has been recorded by Miss Starkie (quoted in Hanna, 1962, pp. 94-95).

Bergson's eloquent and precise language held his audience enthralled, so that no

distraction was possible. The attention of his listeners did not wander for a moment,

nothing could break the thread of the discourse. It was like perfect and beautiful

music, captivating the mind, just as music's richness does, allowing it no escape.

The absence of heavy technical vocabulary made it a joy to hear, and he was the

least Germanic of philosophers. His words slipped out as if on silk, and the rhythm 65
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lulled the senses of his hearers so that they felt that they saw with his eyes, with the
eyes of a poet.

Each lecture, each essay by Bergson was presented as a polished objet

d'art. All that Bergson touched had a fragile air of lyricism, and he methodi-

cally fought the trend which implied that life could be wholly interpreted

through materialism alone--even when this trend was elevated to the com-

plexity of modern biochemistry. In the presence of art-for what else offers

more identification with life?-physical matter has something unclean and

defiled about it. Furthermore, vitalism did have its scientifically respectable

side. The vitalist image of the life force conquering inert matter had already

found root in the theories of the biologists Oken, Blumenback, Treviranus,

and the physiologist Johannes Muller, so that even into the twentieth century

scientists, focusing on certain biological problems where material evidence

was scant, tended to draw vitalist conclusions.

The experiment of Hans Driesch in which he cut the blastula of sea

urchins into tiny pieces and then observed the pieces reorganizing themselves

into full but smaller embryos, led Driesch to posit a theory of a vital carrier

running throughout the organism. This and other experiments presenting

parallel conclusions were regarded by Bergson with utmost sympathy. In

1904 at the International Congress of Philosophy, attended and partially

presided over by Bergson, the great biologist Reinke, grand-priest of German

neo-vitalism, attacked what he considered the stupidity of trying to recon-

struct the human senses according to the functions of chemical elements. He

pointed out that a living organism was no more a chemical problem than a

great sonata was a mechanical one-as far as music was concerned, Reinke

would have found no opposition in his day (though today some musicians

might give him an argument). At the turn of the century Bergson had no lack

of reputable scientific support; he had only to choose what best fitted his

evolving philosophy.

To characterize the prime defect of Bergson's mechanistic opponents in

the eyes of the philosopher would be to call their theories of evolutionary life

unartistic and not beautiful. On the other hand, the phenomena of genetic

inheritance and eventual death of the individual organism, as pictured by

Bergson, are more than functions of the life cycle; they are what he termed

the vital process. In this context the word process, as used by the philosopher,

takes on an aura of reflective beauty that has its parallel in the symbolist

technique of writing a poem which describes the creative act of writing a

poem. Structurally embedded in his prose lie the poetic clues of the vitalist

process of life which he seeks to explain. As a poet, he conveys without the

hindrance of empirical proofs; he explains by explaining the futility of



explanation. Thereby stands the strategy of his philosophy: the use of in-

tellect to undermine intellect-through the aid of artistry.

Thus, Creative Evolution (1907) by Bergson is a strange, lovely admix-

ture of poetic exposition and seemingly scientific rationalism. All his scien-

tific evidence leads to his assumption that inert matter is entered by a life force

in order to instill animation, like a block of uncut stone on the sculptor's

bench; this analogy received literal acceptance by some of the next generation

of sculptors, whose task it became to psychically force the shape of life into

the fragments of material which came their way.

Best remembered of Bergson's ideas is the phrase elan vital, the vital

impetus, or, in George Bernard Shaw's words, the "life force." This was

vitalism regenerated and made the rallying cry for one of the twentieth cen-

tury's most powerful aesthetics, a term raised in authority by some of the most

impressive names in science. The general popularity of the elan vital had

much to do with the natural inclination of most people with a touch of

idealism in their souls to want to believe in its validity. In contrast to the

mechanistic theories of physiology and evolution, in no way did the elan

vital denigrate the existence of man, nor nullify the divinity of his origins; it

was, simply put, one of those ideas in the history of philosophy that seemed

too good and pure not to be true. Furthermore, the concept of an essence

which made life possible in inert matter-which was life itself-possessed a

persuasive dignity and charm which made it difficult even for a die-hard

materialist to resist.

But there were those of a scientific bent who could resist Bergson's

magic and call it claptrap. However, even when these men managed to

devastate the philosopher's scientific explanations, the literary quality of

their attacks fell considerably below Bergson's prose standard. In their

rejection of psychic alternatives for an explana tion of life, and in their manip-

ulation of an inflexible leaden materialism, the mechanists demonstrated a

clear insensitivity, if not a dearth of aesthetic authority, which tended to repel

educated people-not only Bergsonians. Scientists as a rule have rarely

attempted to refute interpretations of the kind mounted by Bergson; rather

they have allowed them an unnoticed, gradual demise-suffocation by the

weight of subsequent discovery.

Can we forget, though, what it is like for the mass of humanity to suffer

under the knowledge that every living entity on the earth is harnessed to the

same set of physical laws without exception, laws immensely complex in

their ramifications and whose only claim to mystery lies in our incomprehen-

sion of them? Bergson understood this, and the singular beauty of the elan

vital lay in its ability to penetrate reality on both the psychical and physical 67



levels. It explained without explaining away. Rather than existing as a fixed

law, the vital force had the power of cutting into the temporal continuum on

its own volition. Physical laws, while a necessary aspect of reality, seemed to

Bergson only to explain the outer shell of life, with little or no regard for the

flow of events that comprised the stream of pure experience-manifested for

instance through the uniqueness of thought as opposed to interpretation of it

solely as a problem of electrochemical circuitry. Life was more than a state

of material forces. Life flowed in and about every living being and it was up

to the sensitive individual to feel the penetration of the life force through the

strength of the psychical magnetism which it generated. Bergson's appeal

to sensitivity made it as difficult to deny directly the presence of the elan vital

as to prove its existence. In the form of an idea, therein lies a good part of its

durability. Yet, in the last fifteen years the development of molecular biology

has given us the beginning of a poetic view of living systems which may well

in time far outshine the delicate imprecisions of Bergson.
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Read. Focitlon. and the Aesthetics
of Neo-Vitalism

It is difficult to know which came first, circa 1910, abstract vitalist

sculpture or the neo-vitalist aesthetic which supported it. Very probably both

ideas were e fait accompli which sought each other out. Given an open society

- even one with predominantly hostile critics and galleries-the desire

among a small minority of sculptors to produce abstract forms in this age

generated one of those secret and powerful urges that, once let loose, could

not be contained or nullified. In an expanding technological culture dealing

with new levels of abstraction, it could hardly have been different.

The neo-vitalist aesthetic, as embodied in Bergson's elan vital, was

ready-made for a sculpture that seemed not to be carved but to grow from an

inner direction. Already the elan vital had left its soothing imprecision in

contemporary French poetry, philosophy, and biology. For Parisian artists

of the first two decades of this century, it was one of many new and useful

ideas "in the air." Without overt commitment to mechanism, mathematics,

or primitive magic, sculptors created a geometric-organic idiom which

seemed to leap over centuries of Western classical idealism and align itself

with age-old values of sculpture. The fragile banalities of the nineteenth

century were rejected for much cruder but fundamental sensibilities. It was

imperative that the modem abstract vitalist create "life" as Rodin had done-

but in a radical form that would appear to be anything but a copy of life.

With the right circumstances and a degree of genius a sculptor could-in

fact, had to-liberate the vital essence from the dormant heart of his material



before he could call the result sculpture. Such a sentiment may sound ludi-

crous today-though as an idea it has propelled a good portion of the modern

idiom for the past fifty years. It endured as one of those great sophisticated

folk myths capable of turning museum directors into beasts of prey at the

sight of a prime work of Henry Moore up for sale.

By nature art historians are pattern-creating creatures, and patterns

abound in art history; but, like so many broad conceptions, they begin to

show serious flaws when applied to specific cases. Such a theory is one that

tries to account-through opposing world views-for the development of art

styles in history and prehistory. These polar sources are the organic (also

referred to as the representational and amorphic) and the geometric (also

termed the linear and abstract) tendencies. Submitting that this division is to

some extent active in all art periods from paleolithic to modern times,

Wilhelm Worringer and Arnold Hauser are but two of a number of art histo-

rians who attempt to explain stylistics and its underlying meaning for a

culture in terms of how cultures gravitate toward one tendency or another.

A case can usually be made that either the geometric or the organic

tendency prevailed in the art or decoration of a past culture. Most extinct

societies displayed a mixture of both tendencies-a plurality not always

easy to reconcile in terms of the nature and activities of a society. Contradic-

tion becomes readily apparent when the geometric is exclusively identified

with abstraction, and organic tendencies are thought to coincide with

naturalism and representationalism. Such a categorization induces semantic

acrobatics when art historians are confronted with modern abstract art,

which is obviously organic in origin. One of the first champions of modern

art, Herbert Read, observed that throughout the history of cultures there

have been repeated attempts to merge the organic and geometric tendencies.

Read found a solution for modern sculpture by calling the merger of organic

appearing forms with abstraction vitalistic art.

This question of the organic-geometric fusion figures prominently in

conceptualizations of the historians Herbert Read and Henri Focillon. Yet as

separate categories the organic and geometric nearly vanish with the emer-

gence of abstract vitalistic sculpture. In fact, never before in the history

of art had there been such a conscious merger-both intellectual and plastic-

between these two opposing forces.

For the first time in history our culture has the option of literally fusing

organic activities with the linear-geometric precision of machines. This has

come about recently by the growth of both theoretical and applied sciences:

cybernetics, electronic circuit theory, information theory, systems analysis, 69
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etc. The result of course is neither amorphic or representational-as we

describe natural organicism-nor linear or abstract-as we interpret classical

machines-but a fusion of the two which transcends the existing stylistic

polarity. In a sense, much of what we have taken for style in the past will be

absorbed eventually into an anti-style or no-style aesthetic. Here the means

of designing objects and fitting them together will result in optimal, quasi-

organic solutions. Much of what has gone on in the past in the way of arbi-

trary stylistics, fluctuations from century to century or year to year, may

eventually not be possible. In a sense, we are transcending style-in that style

will be absorbed in optimum technological manipulation. Certainly this is not

a new dream. Every technological innovation has produced the impression

of an optimum style form. Style itself has been a combination of technical

necessity, tradition, and inventive whim. Yet the stylistically invisible tech-

nology and environmental planning which we are gradually weaving around

ourselves might very well make stylistic option a dead issue.

As the problems of environmental planning and resource development

become increasingly critical factors for human survival, the present latitude

in stylistic flexibility will become less and less permissible. In the future

stylistics will be relegated to increasingly trivial forms of expression-as has

always been the case in tradition-oriented cultures. Certainly every culture

has a style. But when arbitrary stylistics are synthetically devised simply to

sell unneeded products, waste resources, and rearrange the landscape in a

less than humane way, then style no longer ranks as a form of intracultural

expression, but as a disease threatening the very basis of human existence.

Vitalism in sculpture can be viewed as a prototype of the trend toward

stylistic transcendence. It attempted, at the beginning of the century, to

conjoin idealism to a new awareness of biological capability. In one sense,

vitalism stood not even halfway between the two sensibilities; it took a step--

a large one-out of the old world of representational idealism.

A source of intense belief was needed, something that would replace fast-

dying faith in realism. Because of his timely and successful attacks on mate-

rialism, Henri Bergson became the high priest of a new cult-that of in-

stilling life, by way of the vital essence transferred by the sculptor's fervor,

into inert matter. It imparted spiritual energy and hope to writers and poets

contemporary to Bergson. Essays abound by writers attesting their debt to

him. A devotee to the elan vital was George Bernard Shaw. In an article

written in 1932, Shaw described the metamorphic process by which Rodin

fashioned a portrait bust of him. He marveled at Rodin's ability to transform

clay through a series of sharply different stylistic types (quoted in Elsen, 1963,

p. 126).



Once again, a century rolled by in a single night, and the bust became a bust by

Rodin and it was the living reproduction of the head that reposes on my shoulders.

It was a process that seemed to belong to the study of an embryologist and not to an

artist. The hand of Rodin worked, not as the hand of the sculptor works, but as the

work of Elan Vital .... The hand of God is his own hand ....

After the literary smoke clears, it appears that Shaw was only indicating

what Rodin wanted the world to believe. Rodin tried every conceivable

means, including some rather doubtful illusionistic tricks, to simulate life in

clay. The technical resources used by the sculptor originate in many in-

stances as his own invention and they vary from/in de siecle banality to pure

genius. Following Rodin, other sculptors, both representational and abstract

in their work, adopted the vitalistic attitude. Curiously, it was one of the few

ideas in modern sculpture that sculptors often mentioned when explaining

their work process and attitudes toward materials. Yet the idea took a long

time to penetrate the minds of critics who had to write about modern sculp-

ture. Perhaps the personal, almost religious, fervor of the vital impetus made

it incomprehensible to the non-artist. In this instance the critic had to con-

front both a literary or overtly stylistic influence, and a biological relation-

ship between the artist and his materials. Not until the 1950's did any critic

really begin to look at vitalism as a separate and specific philosophy for the

creation of sculpture.

Although Sir Herbert Read is gifted .with consummate literary skill, at

times a tendency to polemicize comes through in his writings. Nonetheless,

no bibliography of modern sculpture is complete without two or three

books by this critic and aesthetician. His writings must be examined, if for

no other reason than that he has probed, as no other writer, under the surface

appearances of modern sculpture. Where colleagues have been content to

write about the procession of sculpture styles, Read has concerned himself

with far more knotty problems such as the rediscovery and evolution offormal

properties.

It is worthwhile devoting some space to Read's gradual awareness of the

central position of vitalism as a ruling principle of modern sculpture. Read

is fortunate in having established close friendships with two major sculptors:

the Constructivist Naum Gabo and the Vitalist Henry Moore. These re-

lationships have acted as an interpretive bridge between two extreme posi-

tions in the modern abstract idiom. One should mention Read's partiality

in the 1930's for the informalist leanings of the Surrealists. At the time this

produced a more obvious, if synthetic, polarity between modern realism and

abstraction in his writings.

The first evidence of a more basic duality appears in Read's The Anatomy
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of Art, published in 1931. He notes that organic and geometrical art appear

and reappear throughout history, and he voices a distinct preference for

organic art (1932, p. 51): "It is the art of joy in living, of confidence in the

world." This proclivity grows stronger in later books, but not without an

attempt to seem impartial.

Art Now (1933) appears with nothing new concerning the geometric-

organic opposition, but includes a small section devoted to what Read

terms "the genetic concept of art." This he sees embedded in the philosophy

of Giambattista Vico, whose conception of society as a developing organism

greatly appeals to Read-who, furthermore, wishes to find a place for art in

such a model of society. Here, at least, the influence of Bergson can be anti-

cipated.

By 1937 in Art and Society Read rationalizes the appearance of geomet-

ric art in the Neolithic Age by explaining it as the symbolic atrophying of

the artistic impulse in man, and then compares this with the modern indus-

trial situation. Also in the same year Read contributed to the anthology

Circle: International Survey of Constructive Art. The idea of a vital impetus

behind their works is expressed by several artists; constructive organicism

is a central theme; neither idea is mentioned by Read. It must be remembered

that in 1934 in the group anthology Unit One, edited by Read, Henry Moore

made a clear statement of a belief in artistic vitalism. Read therefore had

direct access to the philosophy.

The first overt example of Read's formulation of the vitalistic principle

appears in a small book entitled Art and the Evolution of Man (1951, p. 34).

"I have to confess," writes the author, "at this point, that I am an unregenerate

Bergsonian. From the scientist's point of view Bergson has been dismissed as

a 'good poet but a bad scientist,' and no doubt he was unscientific in method.

But he had what the scientist so often lacks-a synoptic vision." Read goes

on to frame the breadth of Bergson's evolutionary vision of human develop-

ment, with special considerations for intellect, and intuition as if these

formed a set of disembodied components flitting in and out of physical

matter. Read, like many literary persons, felt drawn to the totality of Berg-

son's theory; as a description of evolution it is preeminently suited to ex-

plaining the evolving role of art as a critical aspect of human conscious-

ness; almost biologically it intertwines thought with the artistic objects

resulting from thought. Bergson's explication is beautiful-like a slow-

motion movie of a flower blooming. Moreover, it appealed to Read's need,

due in part to the encouragement of Lancelot Law Whyte, for a "unitary

principle" capable of operating on both animate and inanimate levels. "The

point I am trying to make ... " says Read, "is that the work of art is not an



analogy-it is the essential act of transformation; not merely pattern of

mental evolution, but the vital process itself" (1951, p. 39).

The notion of vitalism is finally produced outright in an essay on Henry

Moore which appears in The Philosophy of Modern Art (1952). In this essay

the author views representationalism as the disease which cyclically destroys

sculpture, and Rodin as the modem master who nursed it back to health.

Moore, of course, plays the part of therapist (1952, p. 203):

Henry Moore, in common with artists of his type throughout the ages, believes

that behind the appearance of things there is some kind of spiritual essence, a force

or immanent being which is only partially revealed in actual living forms.

In another passage Read states (1952, p. 202):

The division which used to be made between the organic and the inorganic in

science has been abandoned by science itself, but nevertheless a distinction which

is popularly associated with the phenomenon of "life" does exist, and Henry Moore

himself has suggested that vital rather than organic might therefore be a better word

to describe the art which is the antithesis of constructivism.

Read goes on to discuss the inherent ambiguities of the word vital, also

pointing out all the associations gathered by the word in modem usage in

relation to the machine, so that it is clear, even to Read, that vital expresses

qualities that extend beyond the flesh-and-blood category, the realm of

natural life where he wishes to fix it. In one passage, the author tries desper-

ately, but unsuccessfully, to unravel the frustrations of the two principles:

the organic and the constructive-that is, the geometric-which seem to pre-

sent a dichotomy, but in reality continue to merge and interrelate toward some

unseen end. It is worth quoting Read at length because the dilemma that he

poses was a very real one for two generations of sculptors, and is only begin-

ning to be understood in terms of its internal contradictions (1952, p. 201).

The story of modern sculpture between Rodin and Henry Moore is the story of

a wholly unintelligent strife between these two principles-a strife which sometimes

take place within the conscience of the artist. Brancusi, Archipenko, Lipchitz, Lau-

rens, Duchamp-Villon, Giacometti, Arp, Schlemmer, Tatlin, Pevsner, Gabo and

Barbara Hepworth are the names of some of the participants in this confused move-

ment, from which, however, the antithesis of organic and constructive does finally

emerge in all its clarity and inevitability.

I have explained the scientific justification for both terms of the antithesis, but in

the appreciation of art we tend to dispense with theory, and rely on the obvious and

apparent differences. No one is likely to confuse the "constructive" with the "or-

ganic" if faced with typical examples of both types of art; and however much we may 73
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insist that the constructive work is no less justified in nature than the organic work,

there will always be a tendency to associate the organic with the vital and therefore

with the human. We have seen that constructive elements underlie all natural phe-

nomena; that organic growth follows laws, and involves structures, which are as

geometrical, or mathematical, as anything created by a constructive artist.

At this point we might ask ourselves, why did it take Read until 1951 to

recognize the nature of vitalism, and the apparent schism between organic

and constructive (i.e., geometric) sculpture? Probably because it was not

clear to artists themselves. The vitalist aesthetic was confined to a rather small

number of artists. The fact that they comprised many of the best sculptors of

the period from 1910 to 1940 only began to become self-evident after the

Second World War. And, more importantly, the vitalist aesthetic only took

hold and began to take on the dimensions of an academy after the war.

By 1964 when Read published A Concise History of Modern Sculpture,

an entire section was given over to vitalistic sculptors, whose works range

from extreme amorphism to recognizable organic creatures and precise

crystalline structures; but for Read what seems to identify them all as vitalist

is a certain sympathetic affinity with the natural environment. In other

words, vitalistic art is not an art of alienation; the vitalist sculptor is bent on

extorting humanistic life symbols from his surroundings, rather than fabri-

cating icons of despair and rejection. Throughout a final chapter of the book,

"A Diffusion of Styles," Read's disturbance at the emasculation of sculpture

in the form of junk and linear assemblages is manifestly evident. He views

this eating away at the rotund healthy body of sculpture as a kind of cancer

of the age and he quotes Ruskin on change and excitement-instead of

contemplation-and the deleterious effects of these first two stimulants on the

art forms of a culture.

To define what Read wishes sculpture to be almost demands that one

set down Read's definition of sculpture. This is not easy since Read, as a

major writer on sculpture, never commits himself in so many words to a

precise description. At the times when he describes the attributes of sculpture

he comes closest to a definition. In The Art of Sculpture (1956) Read views

sculpture as arising from a special sensibility that deals, unlike painterly

perception, with three-dimensional masses in space (1956, p. 71): "The

specifically plastic sensibility is, I believe, more complex than the specifically

visual sensibility. It involves three factors: A sensation of the tactile quality

of surfaces; a sensation of volume as denoted by plane surfaces; and a

synthetic realization of the mass ponderability of the object."

Read later repeats these attributes with a slightly different emphasis

(1964, p. 18): "A gulf separates the work of Rodin from that of Arp or Henry



Moore; but all three sculptors share the same concern for the virtues proper

to the art of sculpture-sensibility to volume and mass, the interplay of

hollows and protuberances, the rhythmical articulation of planes and con-

tours, unity of conception. The ends differ but the means are the same .... "

Significantly, Read's definition of the concerns of sculpture is not far

removed from the definitions of Ruskin and Wilenski. But from his choice of

sculptors it seems obvious that his preferences lie toward the vitalistic idiom.

It is clear from many of Read's statements-though not true of either

Wilenski or Ruskin-that linear, mechanical, or geometric characteristics

do not satisfy his ultimate concern for what sculpture should be. In A Concise

History of Modem Sculpture (1964) Read presents the Constructivists'

(Tatlin, Rodchenko, Pevsner, and Gabo) viewpoint and acknowledges their

continued influence-yet with no great enthusiasm. In fact, some years ago

Read's friendship with Gabo was strained by Gabo's insistence on "space"

and linear elements as a legitimate path to sculptural exploration. There was

a reconciliation; still, several questions remain. Is Gabo's and the Post-

Constructivist school's involvement with "open" linear sculpture really the

beginning of the death of sculpture as Read implies in his history? Is "healthy"

sculpture necessarily vitalistic, and how can "healthy" sculpture be defined?

Surely recent American and British "Object" sculpture complies with Read's

list of sculpture concerns-but some of it at least, it is fair to conclude, Read

would not consider healthy.

Of interest and typically Bergsonian is Read's final analysis (1964, p. 253),

in which vitalism becomes a moral imperative, a force which can save sculp-

ture from ultimate withering away. He states: "Virtually everything, one

must say, has been lost that has characterized the art of sculpture in the past.

This new sculpture (linear, welded metal sculpture), essentially open in form,

dynamic in intention, seeks to disguise its mass and ponderability."

The contemplative aspects of Moore's ponderous reclining figures finally

provide the only sanctuary for a mind aroused by the "horror and hatred"

of the newest modes. Earlier (1964, pp. 76-77) he describes this latent inner

force:

I have by no means exhausted the sculptural inventions of Picasso, but from 1930

onwards he was to be more and more exclusively preoccupied with magic: he is con-

cerned to represent in his figures certain vital forces of social significance-the anima

that we project into all subjects, animate or inanimate, the quality the Chinese call

ch'i, the universal force that flows through all things, and which the artist must

transmit to his creations if they are to affect other people. This vitalism, as I prefer

to call it, has been the desire and pursuit of one main type of modern sculptor.

(Italics added.) 75
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It should be apparent by now that Herbert Read's aesthetic doctrine of

sculptural vitalism is heir to Bergson's vitalism; as such, it is emotionally

and intellectually attached to the attack on mechanism in the biological

sciences. What Bergson, and later Read, sought was a viable metaphysical

explanation of organic life and the expression of life in art, an explanation

which would merge the two. Significantly, neither man could be described

as antiscientific and both have possessed better than average understanding

of the underlying structure of science. But neither has been satisfied with

science as an ultimate arbiter of values. Bergson and Read felt that the core

of vitalism resides in the intuition of the individual to feel the "life pulse"

in objects or other beings about him. Nor was either thinker anti-intellectual,

rather they supported the position that analysis must be accompanied by

faith, intuition, and sensitivity. As an attempt to inject a humanistic rationale

into modern life, vitalism presented a relevant position. But, as a synoptic

view of the real meaning of science and technology and their carry-over into

the arts, it is now both outmoded and inadequate.

The organic ideology and its vitalistic manifestations must be looked

upon as part of a continuum of evolving attitudes within the social conception

of what defines organic. In other words, the nature of what are considered

organic changes has altered in the past hundred years. At one technological

period organic might have been interpreted, as Lewis Mumford makes clear

(1934, p. 345), in the Queen Anne legs and painted flower and scroll work

that adorned the nineteenth-century machine. This is an extreme example

of the literal application of representational organicism. By and large,

organicism has gradually moved from completely natural and primitive

forms to a new set of meanings circumscribed by technological capability.

The modern meaning of the organic lies in the gradual moving away from

biotic appearances toward biotic functioning via the machine; vitalism is a

transitional step in this process from inanimate object to system. In sculpture

the vitalistic synthesis owes a good deal to other influences concurrent with

Rodin and Bergson. In the sense that Ruskin conceives of architecture as the

abstract massing of forms for functional and aesthetic reasons, he could be

considered a precursor of modern vitalism. But, in general, the vitalistic

yearning to reproduce nature's forms was stimulated by a heightened graphic

awareness of visible organic structure.

Haeckel's Kunstformen der Natur (1899) has already been mentioned as

a new vision of the naturalist's album, presenting various forms of organic

life on a more abstract level, with symmetry, transparency, and linear pattern

as dominant features. Books stressing the abstract affinities between art

and nature have been especially popular in Germany. Blossfeldt's Urformen



der Kunst (1929) used magnified photographs to heighten and emphasize

the geometrical and sculptural aspects of nature. Another, Kunstgebilde des

Meeres, Muscheln und Schneckengehduse (1936) by Paul Andre Robert was

one of the Iris series of books on nature and art. A still more recent example

of the genre is Schmidt's Kunst und Naturform (1960).

As early as 1872 in England Frederick Edward Hulme published Art-

Studies from Nature as Applied to Design, and although this early work is

less scientifically bent than its German counterparts, it is a methodical

attempt-in the modern sense-to "abstract" from Nature.

The book that stands as the definitive work of classical biology in its

effort to show how form and function are linked organistically through

geometry is D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson's On Growth and Form (1917).

Not simply a set of volumes containing many striking drawings and photo-

graphs, it is an attempt, prior to biophysics, to discern the laws of growth

according to classical physics. The method used is a mathematical analysis of

the formative tendencies of organisms according to their processes and

growth patterns, discernible on the visual physicochemical level. Before

commencing, Thompson insisted that his study was not meant to prove the

ultimate causation of organic forms according to physical laws operating

on a molecular level; instead, he interpreted the organic world according to

the familiar horizon of what can be seen with the unaided eye.

In a very real sense On Growth and Form stands on the threshold between

that world of natural forms which is still accessible to the sculptor, and the

world of molecular bonds and protein chains completely out of his reach.

Herbert Read and other essayists have repeatedly referred to Thompson's

analysis of cellular formations, evolutionary form developments, tissue

structure as a function of magnitude, the shaping of bones, differentials in

growth rates, the mathematics of spiral growth, and the development of

hollow three-dimensional bone trusses, so as to parallel the vitalist sculptor's

forms with the products of nature.

Finally, a major influence on vitalistic thought in art was a slim volume,

La Vie des formes (1934), by Henri Focillon. During Bergson's revival of a

rational, antimechanistic philosophy, Focillon attended his famous Thurs-

day-afternoon lectures at the College de France as an attentive listener.

Very probably, Bergson's example of the evolutionary potential of art forms

was eventually taken up by Focillon as the foundation for his theory of the

transmutation of forms.

Not surprisingly, in an essay on Henry Moore (1952, pp. 195-215),

Read acknowledges his debt to Focillon and reiterates Focillon's theory of

formal metamorphosis and its counterpart in the evolutionary morphogenic 77
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development offorms in nature. Two ideas appear in The Life of Forms in Art

(La Vie des formes) which are instrumental in Read's gradual shift toward

the vitalistic theory of sculpture. In the chapter "The World of Forms,"

Focillon states (1934, p. 4):

Can form, then, be nothing more than a void? Is it only a cipher wandering through

space, forever in pursuit of a number that forever flees from it? By no means. Form

has meaning-but it is a meaning entirely its own, a personal and specific value that

must not be confused with the attributes we impose upon it. Form has significance,

and form is open to interpretation .... Their physiognomic quality [speaking offorms

in general] may closely resemble that of nature, but it must not be confused with

.nature. Any likening of form to sign is a tacit admission of the conventional dis-

tinction between form and subject-matter-a distinction that may become mis-

leading if we forget that the fundamental content of form is a formal one. Form is

never the catch-as-catch-can garment of subject-matter.

Inadvertently perhaps, in trying to establish the ontological basis of

form, Focillon set down reasoning which holds true for most nonobjective

sculpture until the present; namely, the meaning of form lies within itself and

the enjoyment of form is for its own sake. In allowing that form springs

mysteriously from form, Focillon's attitude was vitalistic; but in its dis-

association from the organic metaphor it was certainly not. Rather than

connecting form with living matter, Focillon attempted to establish the

separate integrity and identity of form in art. Read, obviously, disregarded

this aspect of Focillon's reasoning. Whatever else it is, sculpture must deal

with palpable matter. Form generation for Focillon was an abstract ideal;

for Read sculptural form, if it is to be vital, must spring from the geometry of

organic matter.

What may have been important to Read, though, is Focillon's encour-

agement of the inductive analysis of form, that is, the viewing of form in

all of its manifestations and stages very much as a classical biologist might

have observed the stages of an organism's development. There is also some-

thing else to be considered. Focillon did not conceive of form as altogether

palpable and geometric. Form for him had a larger meaning, one verging on

the term Gestalt, the shape of form change. Form in this case becomes

metamorphosis in space-time more than anything geometrically substantial-

though Focillon leaves an enticing, perhaps intentional, ambiguity between

the two.

In a later chapter entitled "Forms in the Realm of Space" Focillon

quite deftly ruled out vast areas of modern sculpture, even those considered

vitalistic, as a part of the realm of sculpture proper (1934, p. 26):

Sculpture may indeed suggest the content of life and its inner articulation, but it



is perfectly obvious that its design does not and cannot suggest to us anything re-

sembling a void. Nor are we likely to confuse sculpture with those anatomical figures

made up of parts indiscriminately thrown together into a single body that is no bet-

ter than a kind of physiological carry-all. Sculpture is not an envelope. It bears

down with all the weight of its density. The interplay of the internal component

parts has no importance save as it comes up to and affects the surfaces, without,

of course, compromising them as the outward expression of the volume .... The

abuse of the word "volume" in the artistic vocabulary of our time is indicative of

the fundamental need to recapture the immediate data of sculpture-or of sculp-

tural quality.

Not only did Focillon take issue with Constructivism, but it would seem

that his definition of sculpture ruled out Cubism, extreme Expressionism,

and every sort of "open" abstract sculpture. In this respect Focillon's old-

fashioned ideas about the true nature of sculpture must have been something

of an embarrassment to some of his admirers. Unin tentionally, he con tribu ted

to the ideal of an abstract vitalistic sculpture, but there is one point which

he and Read do agree upon-that is, the limits of sculpture. In a sense, a

contained void, if pushed too far, is regarded by both as the destroyer of

sculptural volume.

Read suggests (1956, p. 72) that, "Ideally each [individual] ... should

be provided ... with a piece of sculpture to hug, cuddle, fondle-primitive

verbs that indicate a desire to treat an object with plastic sensibility." Here

is a graphic example of what Read finds to be the prime quality of sculpture.

Vitalism somehow goes hand in hand with "the sensation of volume,"

"ponderability," and "tactile quality."

This discussion has tried to show how the fabrication of the vitalistic

myth flourished on many levels-scientific, theological, philosophical,

literary-and finally in the mainstream of sculpture exposition itself. If

anything, Read and Focillon provided a post facto intellectual justification

for vitalism's existence. The real originators of the vitalistic aesthetic were

sculptors themselves. Not dogmatically, but through casual conversation

and statements of personal goals, these sculptors informed the public that

the stimulus of the vitalistic idea was responsible for the energy and freshness

of their work.

Motives and Analyses of Five Vitalist Sculptors

If Bergson proposed neo-vitalism as a philosophical doctrine at the

beginning of this century, then why did it take nearly half a century for a

major art critic to identify vitalism as a central doctrine of modern sculpture?

Actually the reason is fairly apparent. The vitalist sculptor thought of 79
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his vitalistic beliefs as a personal stimul us, an emotional incentive, rather

than as a public philosophy that could be formulated into doctrine for a

manifesto. There were literally a score of isms in vogue during the period

from 1910 to 1940, and nearly every vitalistic sculptor was connected to a

different set of them. The very fact that vitalism spanned so many schools

of modern sculpture gives it a validity and position of importance above

most. Also, the vitalists-perhaps more than other modern sculptors-

tended toward vagueness and imprecision concerning their most profound

allegiances. It took some time for the public and critics alike to realize

that no human or natural beauty in the old sense, but the raw, sometimes

unlovely, motive force of nature lay behind a vitalist sculptor's creative

desires.

Superficially all the pioneer vitalists seemed to be involved in other

concerns. This was most apparent with Gaudier-Brzeska's diversified output.

Brancusi on the other hand rarely compromised himself, yet personified

the indefinable spirit with many contrasting facets: Cubist for some, or

Surrealist, primitive, baroque, oriental, byzantine, classical-according to

one's propensities-but nevertheless, always Brancusi. Until the late 1940's

Arp was regarded as a prankster Dada poet whose reliefs and plaster forms

were largely the result of Surrealist whimsy. To consider Arp a great classi-

cist of the modern idiom-at that time-would have been absurd. Barbara

Hepworth for a considerable portion of her career was identified with the

Neo-Plastic intentions of the Abstraction-Creation group in Paris. Henry

Moore, on the other hand, oscillated between the Surrealist wave of the

1930's and, to a lesser degree, the Constructivists as represented by the

spirit of Circle in 1937.

All the above sculptors have made strongly vitalistic statements con-

cerning their methods and intentions. However vitalism as a movement

or a cohesive expression of belief never crystallized. This was also true

of the American "organic" sculptors, such as Theodore Roszak, Ibram

Lassaw and Seymour Lipton who worked in brazed metal after the Second

World War. What is common for the sculptors mentioned was their sense of

discovery linked to the natural process, an abiding awareness of the living

characteristics of natural forms. Also they were sensitive to the fact that

the work habits of the sculptor could be a physical extension of the mor-

phogenic processes of nature. In theory, at least, or as much as his tempera-

ment allows, the sculptor may commit himself to what the Chinese call

the Tao, or the Way-that expression of nature which has to do with the

unified, inexorable forces of the universe. As concrete expression of the

natural environment, vitalistic sculpture contains certain common features.



It copies nature through example and metaphor, not primarily through

mimeticism. Whatever symbolism vitalism employs is related to the growth

properties of materials, those at least which can be made visible. Vitalism

generates an intuition that life is not literally, but plastically, present in a

sculpted object. However, a viewer is never left to doubt that a vitalist

sculpture is a man-made product rather than the result of natural forces.

Intuition-a prime Bergsonian concept-is the origin, not analysis or reason,

for all good vitalist sculpture.

As an idea, vitalism had no boundaries; it remained a personal declara-

tion rather than a formal aesthetic. If at its inception it came to life in Rodin's

utterances and was carried to abstraction by Gaudier-Brzeska and Brancusi,

then it is important to remember that vitalism affected the work of hundreds

of sculptors for the next forty years. As a contagious influence, the vitalistic

mystique spread among sculptors almost religiously. As with all dogmas,

its propagation depended upon the fact that it went unanalyzed and, to a

great extent, undetected.

For our purposes it IS a serious loss that Henri Gaudier-Brzeska's

proposed essay "The Need of Organic Forms in Sculpture" was never

written. Ezra Pound recounted how this piece was to have appeared in the

second issue of Blast (house organ for the London-based art movement

Vorticism); but before it could be written, the war and then death at the

front in 1915 removed Gaudier-Brzeska (along with Duchamp- Villon and

Boccioni, also lost in the great war, this represented the slaughter of fully

half the generation's best sculptors). Of all the Cubist and proto-Cubist

sculptors working before the war Gaudier alone possessed an attitude

that gave some inkling to the vitalistic synthesis, then evolving between the

world of geometric and organic forms.

In Gaudier-Brzeska's last abstract works-Stags (1914) and Birds Erect

(FIG. 24) are the best examples-there exist evidences of both the mechano-

morphic impersonality of Duchamp- Villon and the doctrinaire geometric

Cubism which became so favored in Paris, especially in the work of Lipchitz.

The organic effect in Gaudier's sculpture touches on crystal structure, yet

all the blocklike planes employed are kept gently convex and their edges are

slightly rounded. :

Horace Brodsky in his book on the sculptor attributes the indeterminant

plant-rock quality of Birds Erect to some cacti that the sculptor kept in

his studio. "These he liked," says Brodsky, "because of their strangeness

and because they suggested new ideas. All the time, he was going to nature

for his forms. He was not carving jig-saw puzzles. Fishes. birds and plants 81
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24. Henri Gaudier-Brzeska, Birds Erect, 1914.
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were his guides, and he was continually drawing from the nude" (1938, p. 92).

Brodsky also seems to think that Gaudier-Brzeska attempted these last

works as shock experiments and publicity stunts, adding that Gaudier

wanted to emulate several well-known Cubist painters. Some or all of this

may be true, for it is difficult to see Gaudier-Brzeska as a consistent force in

modem sculpture. His works-a good cross-section-alternately show the

sculptor as a romantic realist, a rather flabby imitation of Jacob Epstein,

and a pasticheur of all that was wrong with English sculpture at the time.

With his friend and loyal supporter, the poet Ezra Pound, Gaudier-Brzeska

should be remembered for his meaningful innovations and a few master-



pieces; also, his youth and poverty are factors which must mitigate any

evaluation of his stature.

For both these late works, Stags and Birds Erect, "soft bluntness" was

Wyndham Lewis's very apt term. To exploit the surface properties of stone,

its veins and imperfections, as an analogue to organic matter, to carve

nature-originated forms without betraying th~ir source, to derive power

from the lines and surfaces of materials without giving way to a machinelike

inflexibility-this was Gaudier's method and the beginning of vitalist dogma.

Just as Bergson had ruled that instinct prevailed over intellect in the

conduct of the human mind, so instinct became paramount in the new

sculpture. Gaudier-Brzeska's reply to a critic printed in the Egoist supports

this (quoted in Pound, 1960, p. 37). "The modern sculptor is a man who

works with instinct as his inspiring force. His work is emotional. The shape

of a leg, or the curve of an eyebrow, etc., etc., have to him no significance

whatsoever; light voluptuous modeling is to him insipid-what he feels

he does so intensely and his work is nothing more or less than the abstraction

of this intense feeling .... "

Gaudier had been very much taken by Brancusi's sculpture in a London

exhibition and had actually, during this event, talked to Brancusi-before

beginning Stags and Birds Erect. It is difficult to say, and more impossible to

speculate upon the eventual effect of the meeting, except to note that the

tendency toward simplification of organic form had already begun in Bran-

cusi's work as early as 1908.

Some men create their own mythological aura; for others, myths rise

up about them like the rain bowed haze around a waterfall. Brancusi caused

a bit of both. If early in his career he rejected the patronage afforded by an

apprenticeship under Rodin, he learned by example from the Master that

what is unnoticed and mundane always contains the magical beginnings of

art; moreover, the search and the effort to fabricate art are inseparable; to

allow either aspect to dominate or slip out of harmony is to destroy the vitality

of the result. In one way Brancusi personifies the heartfelt desire of our civili-

zation to be modern and old-fashioned at the same time-and to share the

benefits of both worlds. Friends and biographers of the sculptor collected

his bons mots, aphorisms, and little observations. These sum up his philoso-

phy in a hundred different ways. In essence it is: man must live in harmony

with nature; my sculptures reflect such a union.

Myth encompasses the ability to act out a role so that drama becomes

more desired than reality. In this sense Brancusi's reception of visitors

during his declining years was a performance that enhanced his sculptures.
83



25. Constantin Brancusi, Sleeping Muse, 1910.
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As food for the myth (and the word myth is used in its most innocent and

least provocative sense, instead of image which has its own modem connota-

tions of manufactured fame), Brancusi's appearance was flawless: he was

diminished by age, quite short and delicate, slow but agile in the way of older

people who still enjoy life, troll-like with a white beard and pointed lamb's

wool cap, gracious yet reserved with strangers. On a first visit the conversa-

tion soon narrowed to showing pieces in the studio. This "animation"

of the sculpture was a ritual performance that can best be described by

envisioning the little dance of Spalanzani in the Tales of Hoffman where the

inventor goes from one figure to the next setting his automata in motion.

Brancusi, much like a conjurer at a side show for children, would flick the

dust cloths from a succession of gleaming sculptures-all with the timing

of an actor who knows when to proceed to the next effect. The tall-ceilinged,

white studio rooms were pierced by a sun which transformed the sculptures

into vessels of light. This atmosphere was touched with Brancusi's sense

of pagan serenity, a remedy for a world which had witnessed too much false

religion. In a very literal way Brancusi's studio was a temple to uncorrupted

sens uali ty.

For an insight into the Brancusi myth it is futile to dwell on his folk

heritage, the archetypes that seem to well up out of the legends of his child-

hood, the calculated fine then the calculated rough handling of materials,

or the naturalist's desire for simplicity-these are all aspects of vitalist



26. Constantin Brancusi, The Beginning of the World (Sculpture for the Blind), 1924.

technique. Gesture, not representation, transmits this secret of life. The

great dialectical mood of Brancusi's sculpture resides in a fusion of machine-

like, inward-dwelling precision and an antithesis, a blind rootedness to the

earth.

That life was invested in geometry became a realization of nineteenth-

century biology. The first attempts at extreme shape reduction are probably

as old as sculpture itself; evidences of it are to be found in Cyc1adic, Minoan,

and Aztec sculpture. Brancusi's Sleeping Muse (FIG. 25) in bronze was a

distinct simplification toward a perfect ovoid shape. Antecedents for Bran-

cusi's reduction, besides the examples of Elie Nadelman's carvings and

certain primitive sculptures, can be traced back to the impressionism of

Medardo Rosso and to a few hyper-romantic Italian sculptors whose ob-

scuration of facial features produced a sense of dreamlike reverie. Yet,

Brancusi pushed the reductive impulse toward a destination never before

explored. Facial features became more obscure with the Prometheus of 1911 ;

the ovoid was completely geometrized in The New Born of 1915; and finally,

the ovoid, in The Beginning of the World (FIG. 26) was reduced to formal

perfection.

The reductivism of The Beginning of the World provoked one of Bran-

cusi's biographers, lonel Jianou, to comment on the place of the egg in the

folk customs of the Slavic tradition. The egg, colored and decorated, is not

only an Easter symbol, but all that implies eternal life through regeneration. 85
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As early as 1912 the critic Jacques Doucet realized that the subtlety of these

near egg forms by Brancusi was accentuated by slight impressions and

textures that interrupted otherwise symmetrical surfaces. If the ovoid form,

polished and gleaming, is the perfect collector of light, then any imperfection

on its surface would act as a premonition, a visual hint of the forces of

internal organization harbored within.

According to D' Arcy Thompson, the formula for the envelope of the

ovoid form is essentially the same for all fluid, membrane-covered eggs. The

miracle of the egg is that constant radial pressure within an animal's oviduct

makes it, within amazing tolerance, a series of near-perfect circles around a

straight axis. Thompson suggests that, if mounted on a lathe, the egg would

"turn true."

Perhaps this explains Brancusi's affinity in the finish of his sculptures

for machine forms. More often than not, he sought organic forms possessing

a high degree of symmetry, and this was accentuated by slight irregularities

and off-center displacements of related parts. Apparently Brancusi appre-

ciated that most eggs have two unequal minor radii of curvature-one at

each end-and this, because of the change of curvature and slight displace-

ment in the center of gravity, produces a slight tilting in the ovoid when

rested on a flat surface. In his Prometheus this tilt is quite integral to the

feeling of tortured resignation characterized by the collapse of the head. It

must be noted that Brancusi added to the interest of his egg form by also

varying the two major radii.

The mirrorlike, impenetrable surfaces which border the sculptor's

forms are really visual metaphors for these enlarged magical seeds which

generate activity from within. In this respect, the yolk inside a perfectly

shaped shell membrane is in reality a single giant cell which begins its own

development by the process of cleavage (subdivision into cells); yet, at the

same time, the yolk embodies an "organizing principle" that arranges new

cells into different organs for various functions. The processes of embryonic

differentiation are among the most complex and beautiful in all biology,

and possibly by giving us the outer shell of these functions Brancusi has

made materially evident a central tenet of his philosophy; that is, in nature

simplicity and complexity are one and the same; they are unity.

It must be reiterated, Focillon observed, that form begets progeny and

a single form embedded in the mind of an artist can propagate an entire

family of new variations. More methodically than either Brancusi or Henry

Moore, Jean (or Hans) Arp managed to produce sculpture in this germinal

fashion. And the statement by Arp, much repeated by others, that "Art is



the fruit that grows in man, like a fruit on a plant, or a child in its mother's

womb" (1948, p. 50) lies close enough to the reality of an artist's creative

processes to be regarded as more than an apt poetic metaphor.

Arp was an Alsatian, educated in France and Germany, whose artistic

and intellectual turning point coincided with a stay in Zurich during the

First World War. Here the Dadaist movement came into being at the Cafe

Voltaire. Numerous essays plus Arp's own writing explain the effects of

Dada on his work.

Dada, as practiced by its founders, was a methodical (though not out-

wardly appearing) exploitation of artistic forms. These were used in rebellion

against the seemingly rational, but essentially hypocritical and corrupt,

governments of a monarchical structure then crumbling in Europe. The

members of the Zurich Dada group, most of them more political than Arp,

looked upon war as mass slaughter benefiting certain social classes-those

with the means of production and those ruling. They viewed the solemn

attempts of politicians, bankers, academics, and theologians to solve crises

through codes of international morality as so much legalized insanity.

There had to be an answer to a technological society that turned its citizens

into progressively more efficient war machines in the name of Christian

morality. The reaction of the Zurich Dadaists was to numb the senses through

acts of creative destruction; artistic insanity was made the final reclusion for

minds that refused to be bent toward acceptance of official but death-

breeding values.

Arp's solution, if it can be viewed specifically as that, sought to forsake

artistic representationalism for an Urwelt (primeval world) of seeming

irrational and random form-a reality where all objects and elements of

everyday life existed and merged in the same psychical level of appearances.

Arp's poems and prose at the time, (e.g., "walking on the arm ofa somnambu-

list box of sardines" or "Einstein's poems have nothing to do with modern

alarm clocks") are typical of the discordances introduced into his first

painted reliefs.

Not readily understood is that his use of "alarm clocks," "thoughts,"

"mustaches," "forks," "eggs," and "navels"- all in apparently random

combinations-harbors the seeds of its own secret and serene reason. As

Arp tried to explain, it has to do, in part, with the democratic temperament

of animals. This is the inability of animals, unless spoiled, to live by the same

set of false values and prestige inflation that makes so much human life a

misery. Clearly, the shape of Arp's cosmogony was that of a mystic: for

him life assumed a leveling off, a unification and a delight in being alive. The
87



simple existence led by Arp and his wife supported their attempts to find art

in what is natural and uncomplicated.

An indispensable concept of the vitalist (something which Duchamp

had touched upon as early as 1913) was a discovery by Arp that a "controlled"

random arrangement of forms would prod uce imagery of a certain unobvious

playfulness. This, in part, was precipitated by the fact that physicists had

become aware of important problems in dynamics unsolvable by the applica-

tion of classical physics. By 1900, statistical mechanics, using a theory of

random numbers, was developed to unravel these problems. In biology

statistical techniques had just come into wide use. And presently, with

high-speed computers, randomness itself has become an expedient for solving

problems in high-energy physics. Thus the Dada propensity for nonsensical

formlessness can be regarded as a cultural-technical parallel to some of the

most sophisticated mathematical techniques available in our century. More-

over, the Dada obliteration of causality as a logical basis for artistic percep-

tion echoes in Einstein's earliest theories of relativity. The overwhelming

freedom which characterizes random operations in organisms and percep-

tion had been seized upon, not only as an emotional release for an increas-

ingly deterministic society, but on a technical level for the deeper investi-

gation of all phenomena.

By 1930 Arp's interests had jumped from wooden reliefs and paper

cutouts to free-standing three-dimensional sculpture. For lack of money

most of these early forms remained models in plaster. Moving beyond the

flat cutout quality of his reliefs of the 1920's, the plaster carvings attempted

not merely to reproduce nature, but to "grow," to "come to life" as natural

organisms do. Here the credo of vitalism is most obvious. Ultimately, the

idea of artistic creativity is no longer sufficient; in effect, the vitalist sculptor

thought of himself as a kind of fabulous organism capable of bearing young

in a multitude of shapes. Arp called these shapes concretions and remarked

about them (1958, pp. 14---15):

Concretion signifies the natural process of condensation, hardening, coagulation,

thickening, growing together. Concretion designates the solidification of a mass.

Concretion designates curdling, the curdling of the earth and the heavenly bodies.

Concretion designates solidification, the mass of the stone, the plant, the animal,

the man. Concretion is something that has grown. I wanted my work to finds its

humble, anonymous place in the woods, the mountains, in nature.
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The closest Arp came to producing "like a plant that produces fruit"

is in the sensitive employment of surface disturbances and growth manifesta-

tions which appear in organisms, but without the use of an entire contour



of any single plant or animal. Many of Arp's rounded forms are inherently

inert, and it is through a series of subtle clues, signs of growth, mitosis, or

metamorphic activity, that a beholder is induced to sense life encased in

some rock-hard material. As for these outer contours, considerable light

is shed on Arp's awareness and poetical application of growth processes as

they appear in simple cellular forms. The biologist Edmund Sinnott de-

scribes some of these (1963, pp. 6-7):

An organic body that is made up, at least in its early stages, of watery cells tends

to show rounded contours .... Really flat surfaces and acute angles are rare save in

occasional special structures. In this respect living forms thus differ from crystals,

with which they are often compared.

Second, an organic form is not static but is continually undergoing change. Ma-

terials are constantly entering it and leaving it, so that its form is more comparable

to that of a waterfall than a crystal. Form is the result of progress. It is in equilibrium,

but this equilibrium is dynamic, not static. Furthermore, these external and internal

changes are not such as simply to maintain a constant state but rather to produce a

a specific and orderly development. An organism has been called a slice of space-

time, since it changes in respect to both. It has a definite pattern of growth and differ-

entiation which can often be expressed in mathematical terms. The slow rate of

change sometimes obscures this relation in time, however, as does the fact that

organic forms are commonly studied in dead specimens where growth and change

have ceased.

Third and most important, an organic form is the visible expression of an organ-

ized living system. Its spatial configuration is the result of growth correlations among

different parts and its various dimensions. The amount of growth in one direction

or dimension is precisely related to that in others, and local differences in cellular

character are so controlled that tissues and organs differentiate in a definite spatial
order.

There is little doubt that Arp was acutely aware of the organic for-

mative processes; his early nature studies and enthusiastic walks through

the Swiss and German countrysides are testimonies to that. What is far less

discernible is his consistent application of biological principles-both those

seen and those understood.

In a work such as Human Concretion (FIG. 27), a viewer never possesses

any certainty that what he is looking at is either animal or vegetable. But

generally this work, as with Arp's other forms of the period, tends toward a

state that resembles a one-celled organism, one that could be found floating

freely in a liquid. As Sinnott states, the organism is in a constant condition

of dynamic equilibrium, not only chemically but in terms of pressures external

and internal to the outer cell wall. The wall itself is a container membrane

with flexible geometry, or nearly so; hence the frighteningly free, amorphic
89



27. Jean Arp, Human Concretion, 1949, cast stone after 1935 original plaster.
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quality which has become the trademark of Arp's concretions. With this,

as with other early concretions, we are coaxed into believing that the outer

boundary of the plaster represents, approximately, a minimal surface for

thin films suspended in a liquid. Hydrodynamic pressure on the internal and

external sides of these outer walls is equal so that the form appears stable,

subject to water currents and internal movement. Arp, therefore, presents

an extremely fluid, tenuous system frozen in plaster or bronze. Plainly Arp

is aiming at metaphor. While his globular shapes stand in space, they allude

to laws of dynamics which apply to systems suspended in another atmos-

pheric density, namely water. Sculpture had traditionally implied some form

of structural rigidity in its subject matter, but implicit in Arp's forms is an

impression of immense flexibility, where the slightest external current or

movement produces noticeable deformations.

In Human Concretion there are at least two variations of growth. First,

it is well to remember that growth, as we perceive it, takes place in terms of

enlargements impossible to see because of their slowness. A more dynamic

level of growth takes place among cells or in a foetus where shape is actually



being created and rearranged. Arp's growth patterns apparently spring

from the microscopic level and are mixtures of both plant and animal pro-

cesses. The tendency of cell cleavage is manifest in Human Concretion,

whereby the parent cell splits into two cells, then into four, and a geometrical

explosion ensues-at least this is hinted in the fold of one small protuber-

ance in this sculpture. More striking in the series of organic metaphors is

the process of morphogenetic movement, or the transfer of protoplasm so that

an organism assumes a new form. The biologist John Tyler Bonner com-

pares this with Aristotle's description of the sculptor who takes a lump of

clay and, without adding or subtracting from the original mass, manipulates

his clay into the desired form; except, as Bonner points out, in the case of an

organism the cells themselves are the sculptor. Part of the vitalistic aesthetic

employed by Brancusi and Arp is that their sculpture gives no outward hints,

no gouged surfaces or finger marks a fa Rodin, which indicate an external

forming agent; all is made to seem rearranged from the inside, the growth

center of the piece.

D' Arcy Thompson explains the protuberances, buds, and growing

points which begin their emergence from a single point on the wall of a

cell. A purposeful weakening of the membrane occurs at that spot-like a

bulge caused by the thin area on an inflated balloon. Why one point rather

than another should protrude, or what causes this protrusion, is difficult

to explain. Many theories have been discounted, and Bonner, writing in

1963, offers a hypothesis based on the internal pressures generated by the

cytoplasm-but admits that there is no proven theory for the "budding"

of a cell. In terms of appearances, Thompson many years earlier posed the

formation of this budding most beautifully: the bud forms a node or growing

point from which the cell continues to subdivide along an axis of growth;

the point is sharp, tender, and sensitive and seems to propel itself forward

by means of some internal force. Human Concretion produces the same sharp-

ened projecting edges, giving the illusion of forward thrust, that seem to

stem from internal conditions in a real cell formation. In Crown of Buds

(FIG. 28) the idea of growth points is made much more emphatically, and

these "buds" contain the added implication of a young girl's breasts. Finally,

a prime effort by Arp in this direction is a sculpture entitled Growth (FIG. 29).

The bottom of the form is truncated, not rounded naturally, so as to stand

vertically on its base; yet it rises into the air like a vine seeking the sunlight.

Toward the late 1930's Arp's experiments were directed toward increas-

ingly complex and irrational shapes. One-celled forms were gradually

replaced by partly open, tendril-like shapes. The geometry of organic end-

development took precedent over growth. Both Brancusi and Surrealism 91



28. Jean Arp, Crown of Buds, 1936.
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have been cited as influences for one particular device which entered Arp's

concretions at the time. This is the abrupt lopping off or truncation of his

remarkably soft and vulnerable forms-something like a cloud run through

a meat slicer. Arp's pseudo-organisms seemed to simulate food gathering,

growth, and mobility by the very nubility of their protuberances and cleaved

surfaces. With the added decisiveness of the truncations, all this had the

somnambulant reality of a dream execution. In reflection there is only a sense

of mild, disquieting shock to these lopped-off sections. Arp's sculpture, in

spite of these incisions, continues to live, but the "organicism" of these

pieces is somehow provisional. On the other hand, Brancusi's incisions in

his Bird in Space, such as the truncation at the top, do not sever the form;

they function as a normal termination of the bird's contour.

In his last ten years, because of age, Arp did much less direct carving;

instead his main body of work returned to the early reliefs. Some of these

were free-standing, stainless-steel fabrications-very inorganic, precision-

executed like corporation trademarks. The dialectic of these pieces seems

not to be the precision of organisms, alive, but the irrationality of machine-

conceived surfaces-a complete turnabout. His philosophy implied at this

point that the machine is best able to create like nature; if not that, then this

is raising the principle of vitalism to a position of impotency and nonvalidity.

If a word must be coined, it is the iconization of the vitalistic image.

Arp's influence was decisive, perhaps more important than either

Picasso's or Brancusi's, for the future work of two young English sculptors.



29. Jean Arp, Growth, 1938.

It is most probable that the mature work of Henry Moore and Barbara

Hepworth would not have been what it was without the example or philoso-

phy of Jean Arp. Barbara Hepworth's trip to Paris in 1932 and her visits to

the studios of Arp, Brancusi, and Picasso acted, in her word, as a "ratifica-

tion," or aesthetic endorsement for works developing parallel to Moore's

efforts.

The idea-the imaginative concept-actually is the giving of life and vitality to

material .... When we say that a great sculpture has vision, power, vitality, scale,

poise, form or beauty, we are not speaking of physical attributes. Vitality is not a

physical, organic attribute of sculpture-it is a spiritual inner life. Power is not man 93
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power or physical capacity-it is inner force and energy (quoted in Martin, 1937,

p. 113).

Written by Barbara Hepworth for publication in Circle (1937), the

above statement once again demonstrates the metaphysical, almost religious,

capability of vitalism. As a contributor to the literature of vitalism, Barbara

Hepworth makes perhaps a slight addition, yet it would be wrong not to

mention her influence on Moore's work in the early 1930's, a time when both

artists came closest to a merger of intentions and means. Beyond the influence

of Leon Underwood, it was Hepworth's knowledge of Continental art,

especially that of Paris, which brought home to Moore the basic weaknesses

of English sculpture.

Through the 1930's Barbara Hepworth's sculpture developed a serenity

and lack of emotional tension which has been regarded as almost classical

in its cast. Some of the vigor of her mature work is drawn off by the premedi-

tated geometry, painted surfaces, and stringed components which she fre-

quently uses. The work, nevertheless, is handsome and at times near great,

though perhaps a bit too controlled and craftlike to provoke the sensation

of an autonomous inner life in the sense of successful vitalistic sculpture.

No sculptor has brought out with such bluntness, or described with

greater precision, the vitalist position than Henry Moore. Where previous

sculptors felt content to imbue themselves with a tacit aesthetic based on the

organic influence, Moore has always been quite candid about the origins and

techniques of his synthesis of natural elements. He has never regarded himself

as a magician but simply as a sensitive and observant artist obeying the

characteristics of his materials. If, strictly speaking, vitalist doctrine is con-

cerned with the infusion of "life" into the materials of sculpture, then it

should be emphasized that Moore has been quite specific in recommending

that the word vital be used to describe this infusion, rather than organic. On

the surface the difference may seem small, but organic implies a functionalism,

an application of materials to various duties, which runs well beyond the range

of vitalism.

Vitalism, based as it is on nonphysical substances and states of life, is

a metaphysical doctrine concerned with the irreducible effects and mani-

festations of living things. It was the great discovery of twentieth-century

sculpture that these did not have to be appreciated through strict representa-

tionalism. Visual biological metaphors exist on many levels besides the

obvious total configuration of an animal or human. The aesthetic of true

organicism, on the other hand, is not grounded in the appearances of natural

forms and their carryover into sculptural materials, but is concerned with

the organization of processes and interacting systems.



Moore's vitalism, in no way scientifically analytical, is the vitalism of

the naturalist and sensitive craftsman. Besides the sculpture itself, the most

obvious example of this lies in Moore's writings. A statement in the anthology

Unit I (1934) describes the program which Moore set for himself, and which,

with a few interruptions, he has followed for the past thirty-five years. Some

essential parts read as follows (quoted in Read, 1934, pp. 29-30):

Truth to material. Every material has its own individual qualities. It is only when

the sculptor works direct, when there is an active relationship with his material. that

the material can take its part in the shaping of an idea. Stone, for example, is hard

and concentrated and should not be falsified to look like soft flesh-it should not be

forced beyond its constructive build to a point of weakness. It should keep its hard

tense stoniness.

Observation of Natural Objects. The observation of nature is part of an artist's

life, it enlarges his form-knowledge, keeps him fresh and from working only by

formula, and feeds inspiration.

The human figure is what interests me most deeply, but I have found principles

of form and rhythm from the study of natural objects such as pebbles, rocks, bones,

trees, plants, etc.

Pebbles and rocks show Nature's way of working stone. Smooth, sea-worn

pebbles show the wearing away, rubbed treatment of stone and principles of asym-

metry.

Rocks show the hacked, hewn treatment of stone, and have a jagged nervous

block rhythm.

Bones have marvelous structural strength and hard tenseness of form, subtle

transition of one shape into the next and great variety in section.

Trees (tree trunks) show principles of growth and strength of joints, with easy

twisting movement.

Shells show Nature's hard but hollow form (metal sculpture) and have a wonder-

ful completeness of single shape.

There is in Nature a limitless variety of shapes and rhythms (and the telescope

and microscope have enlarged the field) from which the sculptor can enlarge his

form-knowledge experience.

Vitality and Power of Expression. For me a work must first have a vitality of its

own. I do not mean a reflection of the vitality of life, of movement, physical action,

frisking, dancing figures and so on, but that work can have in it a pent-up energy,

an intense life of its own, independent of the object it may represent.

In several essays Herbert Read has already elaborated on this and other

statements by Moore. But, in truth, what Moore has to say is quite clear to

anyone who has taken the trouble to observe his work. Still, at least two

things could be said about Moore's doctrine which are only realizable since

the early 1960's. 95
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"Truth to material," first of all, is an ambiguous premise. However,

during the 1930's, the 1940's and a good deal of the 1950's, it approached the

stature of a universal dictum for a number of sculptors other than Moore.

"Truth to material" followed to its ultimate conclusions is a reductio ad

absurdum. Any forming or shaping must take advantage of the plasticity of

each material, and, more importantly, no material will do what it is not

meant to do. Moore, as a reaction to the falsity of much Neoclassical and

Romantic carving, was only setting up an antidote, not an iron law, for the

use of materials. The attraction for a great many sculptors to "truth to

material" is its ring of moral equilibrium and natural propriety. But, like

Humpty-Dumpty's assertion to Alice over the meaning of words, the post-

vitalist in reaction to "truth to material" has declared, I can make materials

mean anything I want them to mean; after all, who is to be the master?

Another observation has to do with "vitality and power of expression,"

Moore's limiting criterion of what is vital in sculpture. Vitalism, by its very

purpose of seeking to imbue physical mass with psychic energy, is an ideal-

istic mechanism for controlling attitudes about inert, nonmoving matter.

It is a surrogate for actual physical vitality. The trend toward Kineticism in

the 1960's, inelegant as it may be aesthetically, cannot help but undermine

and change our attitudes and sensory apprehension of nonmoving art.

Increasingly we will regard the traits of vitalistic sculpture with the same

amused tolerance that we now reserve for obvious antiquing in nineteenth-

century Neoclassical sculpture.

"Natural" is a diabolical term because it can be used with almost

unlimited intentions. The biologist C. H. Waddington, in a remarkably

penetrating essay (Whyte, 1951, pp. 43-56), presents a statistically oriented

view of what is "natural" and its applications to Moore's vitalistic sculpture.

He makes the point that abstract forms which seem to be the most accurate

expression of life are lifelike because they display a multifunction visual

complexity; inorganic forms, on the other hand, are single purposed and

show a lack of multiple purpose. Moore, working with natural forms, both

inorganic and organic, shifts back and forth to all magnitude of sizes for his

ideas-then merges the results. Waddington explains this in terms of one

of Moore's favorite subjects, beach pebbles. Tidal and rhythmic forces of

the ocean, the various consistencies of stone, their texture and grain, etc., all

subject stone fragments along a beach to many formative abrasive pressures.

In Waddington's words (Whyte, 1951, p. 50):

It represents not the equilibrium or balancing of many conflicting tendencies, but

the chance outcome of a series of random and unrelated events, in fact, Whitehead's

mere confusion of detail .... But if the number of detailed events (forms of abrasion)



30. Henry Moore, Four Piece Composition (Reclining Figure), 1934.

are large enough, and if they are approximately the same magnitude, a certain

statistical regularity will emerge, and there will be a tendency for the production of

some reasonably definite shape, which may simulate an organic shape produced by

internal equilibrium.

In connection with this idea of organic and inorganic shapes, Wadding-

ton makes an observation about the basic man-made and unnatural appear-

ance of a Picasso pen-and-ink sketch for a monumental sculpture of the late

1920's. This drawing, or one quite like it, must have been seen by Moore and

impressed him. In a book on Moore, edited by David Sylvester (1957, p. 190),

there appears a chalk, pen, wash, and water-color drawing executed in 1933

which closely resembles Waddington's Picasso drawing. The forms, their

assembly, and even the pen-and-ink technique are straight out of Cahiers

d'Art.

The drawing by Moore represents a turning point for him for two

reasons. First, it appeared at a time when Moore was still carrying on a search

for a way to "open" his figure sculpture by means other than simple pene-

trations; clearly the Picasso bone technique was considered by Moore and

rejected-although in the multi-piece compositions of 1934 by Moore

(FIG. 30) the Picasso forms do make their appearance in a less linear pre-

sentation. Secondly, Waddington is correct; Moore was searching for a

system of organic analogues that imply equilibrium, and the seeming ero-

sion of rock forms by the natural elements begins to appear in a wooden

reclining figure of 1935. Bone shapes, stone abrasion, and geological forma-

tions are fused into the same figure, not separately arranged as in earlier

attempts. 97
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Not surprisingly, Moore's sculpture has only become devitalized and

weakened when he has strayed too far from the tenets of his 1934 statement.

This is true of some of his work just prior to the Second World War and

particularly during the 1950's. Various half-hearted attempts at formalism,

totemism, and realism are in no way consistent with the strengths of Moore's

sensibilities.

During the present decade Moore has produced some of the most

powerful work of his career-much of it in very large bronze castings. No

longer are the plaster models finished in smooth perfection, but instead

the plaster rasp and the pick hammer simulate the kind of graininess and

sedimentary stratification which Moore relates to the rock formations in the

Yorkshire countryside. At the same time, the tendency of bones to appear

smooth-hard or porous, depending upon the function of a bone at a given

area, is of more importance to Moore. Some of the figurative conceptions

relate to earlier two-piece and three-piece compositions, and, with the aid

of polychrome patinas, completely detached sets of shoulders and knees jut

up from a plinth's flat surface like the upright rock promontories off the

coast of Brittany (FIG. 31).

Question by David Sylvester: In a series of multiple-piece reclining figures, in which

particular ones did you use found objects?

Answer by Henry Moore: Well, for example, in the first of the three-piece sculptures

which is going to be shown soon, one of the pieces, the middle piece, was suggested

by a vertebra-of I don't know what animal it was-that I found in the garden. And

the connection of the one piece through to the other is the kind of connection that a

backbone will have with one section through to the next section. But they've been

separated. It's as though you've left the slipped disc out of them, but it's there.

That's the only one I can immediately think of (Moore, June 7, 1963).

Moore's sculpture at the present time involves some of the most literal

adaptations to be found in his work. In these new locking pieces (FIG. 32) the

sculptor looks more closely at the various hinge mechanisms and contact

points between bones in a skeletal position. Included between the larger

segments are thinner members, shock cushions so to speak, resembling the

cartilage wrapped around the contacting surfaces of bones. Earlier in the

interview with David Sylvester, Moore mentions the truncated surfaces

produced by sawed cross-sections of the discovered bones. These truncated

surfaces are a new aspect of an idea already adapted by Arp, Brancusi, and

others. In sum, the locking forms are Moore's lexicon of touching surfaces,

some close together in fine, barely perceivable seams, while others open,

tapering toward rounded raised edges. It is interesting that the vitalism in

these later pieces has come full circle through abstraction to a kind of tran-



31. Henry Moore, Reclining Figure, II, 1960.

32. Henry Moore, Sculpture (Locking Piece), 1962.



scendent realism: a realism not too far removed from the realm of the natu-

ralist and classical biologist.

D'Arcy Thompson has alluded (1917, p. 10) to a morality implicit in

natural forms. Very much like Louis Sullivan's dictum that all trees grow

naturally, it recognizes that man seeks and finds a positive moral position

in the earth-born phenomena about him, as a kind of stabilizing factor for

his powers of cognition and creativity. This seems to be a fundamental

reaction to the industrial age. Thompson refers also to the fact that the

analysis of natural effects for the physicist constitutes just so many problems

of a mechanical or mathematical nature, but, as to relationships of nature,

" ... it is on another plane of thought from the physicist's that we contem-

plate their intrinsic harmony and perfection and 'see that they are good.' "

While this last phrase may seem no more than an echo from the biblical

injunction, for a sculptor such as Moore, living in an industrial society, it

contains the essence of an authentic moral stricture. Yet perhaps we can

look at this peculiarly modern homage to nature more realistically. Slightly

tinged with romantic loneliness, the vitalist sculptor, according to the image

nurtured for the last forty years, works in single-minded harmony with the

forces and shapes of nature, somehow quelling on a macrocosmic level the

eroding torrents of science-and all that follows in technology. But never-

theless, when one thinks of the machinery which a sculptor with Moore's

output must use, the subcontracts to foundries, the advertising media and

the marketing techniques that keep his work before a world public, then the

idea of constant rapport with nature, the craftsman's intimacy with his

materials, seems like an innocent conceit-not too dissimilar to the courtiers

of Louis XV's entourage playing shepherd and shepherdess in the woods

surrounding Versailles.
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Vitalism in Postwar American Sculpture

Contrary to what Focillon has written, no artistic analogue to biotic

generation of form types can assure art of an infinite supply of new forms.

Sculptural form and its varieties constitute a decidedly finite grouping.

While form can be endlessly multiplied in minor variation through permuta-

tion, there are real limits to what can be considered "significant form." Even

within the great range of biotic models, formal variation in sculpture is

readily exhausted after the archetypes of a class have been repeatedly used.

It is one of the prime strategies of nature that it uses the same shapes over and

over again in a multiplicity of roles.

Modern abstract sculpture is given over, almost entirely, to the task of

formal invention; and nothing is so important in this respect as the invention



of form itself. Dealing with psychological and compositional variations of

human situations, representational sculpture never encountered this problem.

The vitality of representationalism in no way depended on morphological

development. Characteristic of present technology is its voracious appetite

for forms and ideas. The modern arts are especially addicted in this respect.

Abstract vitalistic sculpture-throughout its life span-has been dependent

on form possibilities. When these were exhausted, the idiom was finished.

After the Second World War the category of biotic forms least explored

was that of open shapes: roots, branches, plant and mineral fiber, pods,

shells, flowers, etc. While this portion of the form continuum was being

explored to some degree by postwar British metal sculptors, it thrived to its

fullest extent in the New York environs. This biotic metaphor did not yield

up the soft, undulating, maternal shapes of Arp and Moore; instead, its

direction was persistently aggressive and high-strung-not tactile, but

threatening. This sculpture bore all the marks of urban mentalities seeking

some reconnection with the underlying structure of nature.

The names usually connected with the American contribution to vi-

talistic sculpture, or what was wrongly called "organic" sculpture, are

Theodore Roszak, Ibram Lassaw, Seymour Lipton and, less biotically

directed, Herbert Ferber and Harry Bertoia. In outlook, style, and technique

all five display sharp parallels-though the first three named are of more

interest at this point. Many of the goals and sensibilities shaping American

painting just after the war were also current in sculpture: the desire for a

transcendent apparition, the feeling for casual textures, the desire to break

away from European prototypes, and a willingness to explore nontraditional

mediums and materials.

Prior to the war, Roszak, Lassaw, and Lipton formed part of the small

group of serious abstract and Neo-Plastic artists working around New York

City. Each had the problem of assimilating, yet getting out from under, the

domination of European sculpture idioms. Also each sensed the trend,

through Constructivism, toward the construction of open, spatial forms

instead of sculpting in massive materials. Technically, all three felt the need

to move beyond casting and carving, and into some area of additive con-

struction without the formal limitations of Constructivism.

What developed was a technique for working and joining metals. Steel,

monel metal, or brass (in wire, rod, or sheet form) were first shaped and then

joined by welding or brazing. This much certainly was not new, and their

work had nothing of the careful, workmanlike industrial finish of Julio

Gonzalez or David Smith. The new technique was exacting in its own way,

but as a kind of controlled imprecision; joining metals were covered and JOI
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fused with parent metals in a shaping process in which intense heat was one

of the major formative elements. Instead of welded or brazed seams being

hidden by filing or grinding, an entire sculpture was covered with a coating

of low-temperature brazing metal so that no distinction remained between

joints and the surface area of a work (this process of braze-coating metallic

forms gave the surface an agreeable vitality of rippled, pocked, and flowing

textures). Looking toward Europe at the time (the late 1940's), the sensitive

brutalization of surfaces enacted by Alberto Giacometti, and the application

of scabrous, slaglike textures in both paintings and sculpture by Jean Dubuffet

at least confirmed that a new aesthetic had jointly arisen. However, the

American sensibility was less caught up in Angst and unnaturalness; it re-

jected the antibeauty implication of the Europeans.

One cannot underestimate the influence of the vitalistic idiom for

American sculptors at the time. Cubism was defunct; Constructivism re-

mained too restrictive in its formal voca bulary; and the desire to create "as

nature creates" (but not like Brancusi, Arp, or Moore) seemed a hopeful

and less-explored direction. Charmion von Wiegand (1957, pp. 55-68) has

stressed that Zen and various Oriental aesthetics, no matter how poorly

grasped, played a part in the postwar American consciousness. They were

a segment of the cultural transformation, just as Kandinsky's and Mon-

drian's interest in theosophy had helped to stimulate the first nonobjective

painting. Shibui, the Japanese cultivation of seemingly unappealing and

ill-formed surfaces, has its kinship with an appreciation of the unformed,

globular metal surfaces. It appeared that precision was not the only means

of merging man-made shape with nature-a certain casualness, a tendency

to let brazed forms flow and be shaped by the natural results of intense heat,

became identified with the random and asymmetrical aspects of organic

matter. Life did not just contain living, perfected forms; natural forms were

prone to withering and decay. Hence, nature could be sharp, dry, repellent,

and untactile.
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It is difficult now to remember the slogans, cliches, and stylistic anach-

ronisms which beset American sculpture before 1945. To a great extent,

postwar vitalism was a flight from the isms; it was nature with a small n

involved in a soul-searching attempt at originality. As early as 1945 Theodore

Roszak concocted out of steel and welding rod the beginnings of a neo-

baroque, organic expressionism (FIG. 33). By his method metals were directly

assembled into complex open compositions without the difficulties of casting.

The idea of brutal, ever-changing aspects of nature, nature as a series of

conquering systems, predatory and threatening, became the center of Ros-



33. Theodore Roszak, Thorn Blossom, 1948.

zak's vision. According to H. H. Amason (1957, p. 33), the "pitted surfaces

and thorny projections" of these first works " ... all communicate the artist's

awareness of something unhealthy and dangerous." Bones became inter-

locking spiny vertebrae instead of Moore's gentle, transitional monoliths

with rounded knobs. Plants were not tender shoots but thorns magnified into

gleaming and threatening spikes.

Thorn Blossom is characteristic of Roszak's early mature work. Dried

seed pods, roots drawn from the earth, a kind of linear flowerlike cluster, a

great thorn or horn perhaps part of the jawbone of some prehistoric animal:

all these disparate forms are welded into a plausible but unpleasant unity.

Roszak scaled his surfaces with fire or used a patina before polishing the

smoother, more accessible surfaces to create a web of highlights. Quite

possibly a throwback to his Constructivist work, Thorn Blossom is more

bilaterally symmetrical than anything composed by the European vitalists.

It hints at machine origins.

Similar to the "space cage" experiments of Giacometti and Calder in 103



34. Ibram Lassaw, Kwannon, 1952.
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the 1930's, in some of Ibram Lassaw's first iron structures are searching

attempts that wander in a nether land between Mira and Neo- Plasticism. As

with other American vitalists, he immersed himself in the literature of

Oriental and Western mysticism and in the romance of modern science.

Lassaw in his learning phases moved through the sculpture of Gonzalez, the

Constructivists, and Paris Surrealists, gathering what he would later use

from each. The transition to a mature style came about 1950. He had learned

welding during the Second World War, and the crucial step, after five years

of experimentation in other mediums, was the purchase of oxyacetylene

equipment for welding and brazing.

Open wire forms, fused and covered with brazing metal, immediately

became his matiere. Lassaw's rectilinear structures of encrusted lines are

hauntingly organic, yet unlike any forms to be found in nature. A clue to his

approach is found in a sentence from Meister Eckhart: "To find nature

herself, all of her likenesses must be shattered. " Lassaw copied this into one

of his notebooks. In this case nature becomes a skeletonized vision of fussed-

over, liquified metal, oscillating between Zen indeterminacy and a science-



fiction environment of crystallized plant life. With the production of his very

first all-metal construction Lassaw spoke of a certain elation-a breaking

into an area of recognition-perhaps akin to the Zen state of satori. The

six-foot Kwannon (FIG. 34) in bronze and silver continues to hold on to the

rectilinearity of the earlier de Stijl constructions. Gradually from this point

his constructions increased in complexity; The Awakened One (1956-1957)

sprouts a kind of nerve ganglia in the interstices between its right-angled

elements. By 1958 Lassaw was creating giant lunar plant forms complete

with roots and tubers rising upward from strange metallic husks; the seven-

and-a-half-foot Quaternity (1956-1958) is one of the best examples. During

the 1960's the biotic element has become increasingly apparent in Lassaw's

work, yet interestingly, his work is, if anything, less forceful and vital than the

earlier, more graceful constructions. There is a transcenden t, chimerical

quality to the Kwannon, hovering white-gold networks which vanish with

the literalism of the later fantastic plants.

For sheer formal inventiveness during the 1950's, a single American

sculptor has outdistanced his contemporaries on both sides of the Atlantic.

Seymour Lipton is not the first dentist to become involved in sculpture-

either through dental casting techniques or because of the natural sculptural

quality of teeth. Lipton's work, beginning in the early 1940's, shows evidences

of the Surrealist-organic idiom then prevailing in the New York City area.

His sculpture, open, bony, and aggressive like Roszak's, had limitations

defined by the drawbacks of lead casting and a certain unresolved bulkiness.

The year 1950 or 1951 marked the introduction by Lipton of sheet-metal

shapes: formed, tacked into place and completely covered with brazing metal.

At first the shell-formed by hammered sheet metal-and then the

semi-open pod became the basic formal units of his style. Until approximately

1957 most of Lipton's ideas contained an unashamed blending of organic

forms, not aggregates of dissimilar types such as Roszak has used, but more

often exotic plant forms. To this the sculptor brought a formidable under-

standing of the Constructivist vocabulary of formal relationships: rotational

symmetry, knot configurations, inside and outside opposition of elements,

concentric form, and a sense of spatial flow and release. As pure idea, Lipton's

work represents the fullest use of formalism employed with the vitalist idiom.

To a large extent this was made possible by Lipton's handling of welded

metals. Here are a flexibility and freedom, a complexity of sheet forms

interpenetrating, and a teasing playfulness in the partial opening and closing

of welded seams never attained in any sculpture before. More so than the

Constructivists, Lipton has become a master in luring the eye of the viewer

into the interior of his works. 105



35. Seymour A. Lipton, Jungle Bloom, 1954. Yale University

Art Gallery. Gift of Mrs. Frederick W. Hilles.
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One of Lipton's most successful biomorphic treatments is his construc-

tion Jungle Bloom (FIG. 35). The near horizontal axis of the piece gives the

impression of bilateral symmetry whereas in reality every side and every view

has a different aspect. A small broken seam appears at a point where the base

meets the pedestal and reveals an otherwise inaccessible spatial pocket. The

front of the flower consists of three curious cuplike petals, and, like the best

of the metal-working abstractionists, Lipton has avoided all obvious planar

arrangements and joining edges. One petal defies botanical order by support-

ing the linear center of the bloom. This center is a kind of rolled anther and

filament which hangs suspended instead of extending from the throat of the

blossom.

The beauty of Lipton's technique is that it allows the fabrication of solid

or near-solid forms, sheet forms of any curvature, or linear forms. Lipton,

moreover, never has to worry about the usual problems of joining or matching

different materials. All of his metals are completely covered with melted

brazing rod so that there are no joints or different-colored metals to hide.

When Lipton fabricates a sheet form in which both sides are to be made

visible, the form must be constructed of two sheets of metal fitted together

and brazed on one side each. This is so because the liquid metal from the

brazing rod will only adhere to one side of a piece of sheet metal. Much of

Lipton's constructions are therefore a matter of inside-outside duplication



36. Seymour Lipton, Sentinel, 1959.

Yale University Art Gallery.

of surfaces. However, this has the advantage of letting the sculptor control

the apparent thickness of his sheet forms.

Sentinel (FIG. 36) is a good example of Lipton's tendency in the last ten

years to drop the use of strictly biomorphic forms in favor of box-type

metaphors: these include rooms, books, bells, and liturgical objects. This the

art historian Albert Elsen terms Lipton's propensity for analogizing. It began

with the use of vaguely anthropomorphic tigures--concurrent with the early

1960's "new image of man" vogue-and has continued, not only with the

adoption of man-made objects, but with a fusion of highly personal forms.

Much like Arp, Lipton has felt the urge to merge both objects and non-

physical conceptions into a personal amalgam offormal relationships.

Following some of the best scholarship available on Rodin's sculpture, 107



Albert Elsen has drawn a relationship between Lipton and Rodin-a tie

which Lipton accepts. This is interesting if only for the reason that it juxta-

poses one of the first and possibly one of the last of the vitalists in the modern

tradition-a span of approximately ninety years.

Presently we have reached the end of the vitalist phase, and the possi-

bilities of formal invention open to Rodin have been successively reduced

with each passing decade. Lipton since the early 1950's has never failed to

please the public and please with good cause, while Rodin, in a far more

enviable position historically, provoked both great pleasure and outrage.

With no slight to Lipton, the mechanics of historical entrance and innovation-

al priority are not on his side, but on Rodin's. The inventive possibilities and,

consequently, the power of influence open to the two men has been com-

pletely different: Lipton remains a conservative in the best sense of the word.

It is simply the nature of events and genius that Rodin's best work, hanging

between illumination and passion, has a demonic terribleness-in the archaic

sense-which is light years away from the studied aggressiveness of Lipton's

art.

One suspects that in the 1960's the flower of vitalism in sculpture has

budded, bloomed, and withered into a dried reminder of more fertile times.

But what the revival of postwar vitalism has meant is that all the sequences of

a flower's existence are equally valid for study and appreciation. Withered

stalks and young shoots have had their influences alike, and it must be

remembered that the flower-though it appears to be the culmination of a

plant form-is only one stage in the organic cycle. It was fitting, too, that

vitalism in American sculpture could not have come into being without the

perfection of a new piece of technology-namely oxyacetylene brazing.
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Vitalism and Artistic Values

At the beginning of this century when abstraction entered art from many

directions, vitalism reinvested sculpture with some of the conviction and

emotional substance lost with the decline of realism. It sought to make a

beautiful metaphor of sculpting itself. By attaching itself to the platonic ideal

of essences, an idea that had probably outlived its scientific and perhaps

philosophic value, vitalism prepared the way for an organic view of existence

based on machine values. Though vitalism denied the full extent of the

scientific position, it was actually very conducive to the introduction of

mechanistic-organic properties into sculpture. Arp, Moore, and Brancusi-

to name the most significant contributors-produced instances of biological

awareness in their sculpture and statements which would have been im-

possible with representationalism. In fact, these contained a more thorough



analysis of the underlying consistency of biological form than all types of

past sculpture combined.

Vitalism, therefore, has been traditionally allied to a concern for pro-

tecting religion, metaphysics, and subsequently art, against the erosive

effects of scientific rationalism. Moreover, it was not alone among sculpture

influences in its attempt to play down the centrality of technological values.

Even an aesthetic ideology as sympathetic to the scientific vision as Con-

structivism sought to set limits on the influences of scientific-technological

methodology in the arts. Yet the invasion of the artistic sensibility by these

twin influences goes on unhindered. We have yet to define the scope or

pattern of the situation.
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